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PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING, AUGUST 171 1907:• 10 CENTS PER WEEK
ORDINANCE VALID;
FINE IS $100
Special Judge Puryear De
(ides Hugh Boyle Case.
Probable. That Some. OM) Else VIII
Scieve in a Similar Case Next
altaulay.
BOY LE 11 ILL APPEAL AGA I N.
After two days' oonMderatiori , of
the case of the city against Huge
Boyle, charged with belling liquor Fair tonight iind Sunday. Highest
without a license, at Fourth street I ,'nzpertiture yep.terday. irti; lowest to.
WEATHER FORECAST,
and Kentucky: avenue, Special Judge May, .5.
Pitryear handed down *written decis-
Ion this morning, upholding the va-
lidity of the city ordinanee, and tin-
iest the defendant $100. Immediate
steps wit be taken by the defendant's
attorney* to appeal from the deciaton.
In the meantime Mayor 'fearer an-
nounces that he will continue ht s pot-
by of having warrants sworn out for
Boyle every day for selling Without a
license.
Another ease will be tried in the
police court Monday morning, unless
continuanee is granted. It does not
differ In material facts from the cage
just decided. Chief of Police Collins.
swearing out the warrant on the tes-
timony of his own eyes. it is under-
stood that *nether special judge will
be appointed for Monday, as it Is
eissubtteil whetber Litidge. fairest *ILI
serve sisal* Judge Pitnietir Til con-
fident his opinion on the meal ques-
tion involved in th. Case will, atantP
the test of the higher courts.
NEW PLA 4(0 ‘I SE
HOT FIGHT IN ILLINOIS.
-
Chicago, III.. Aug. r7.--Several
candidates are already limbering up
for a spirited race for the general as-
sembly in the Eighth senatorial dis-
trict, the home Of Speaker Shurtleff.
L. B. Menteh, of Carry. MeHenry
county, has announced himself this
week ate An aspirant for 'the seat an
the senate now held by Albert M. Tif-
tally, A wartu fight is expected, that
will be based largely on a question
,df geography. The Kaighth. senatorial
district is composed of Boone. Mc-
Henry Ind latke counties, and the
'question has hero to split up the nom
illation by giving - Boone Oils repre-
sentative and allow the two oho-
counties to take turns in holding the
senatorship. Senator Tiffany comes
from Lake county. Politicians of
the distriet assert that his successor
will be elected by McHenry county in
conformity with the old rule. Mr
'Tiffany, however, is not desirous of
leaving the npper house, and his
friends assert he will light to retain
his seat.
NEW KIND Of' BUSINESS
IS STARTED IN PADUCAH
Mr. Martin Yopp, who recently die-
posed of his ,grocery, 124 South Sec-
end street, to M. T. Riley, has openen
a wholesale teed store and poultry CASA BLANCA
IN 11HIRI,P1sol,,
Niagara Falls, Aug. 17—Four
heavily loaded freigte cars Isere
hurled fe1111 a lofty airch used
by the Grand 'nun', rail ...ski to-
day, plunging mole than 200
feet into the whirlpool rapids.
The engine Mad tender remained
on Ow' track. No one was hurt.
NICE TRIP.
New "fork, Aug. I7.—A tour
of the world will tw Ow honey-
moon trip of Charles Finery
Smith and his bride to he, Miss
Nettie Nichol MM.` VII gage.
mem was annoutiked tostny
!Smith is editor of the Philadel-
phia Pre', nod was minister to
1.444worborg and toostsitwoer-
inentiral. In the McKinley and
ft..Ii"7u-ibhii'ts.
COAST DEFENSE.
_ Washington, I). L. Aug. 1.7•L--
The liropoeition to transfer ciliate
artillery of the United States to
the g 01 of the navy depart-
ment, is being Pe giota. y consid-
ered. It le argued that in time of
war (Naito artillery Plaild have to
(loot/crate eith the defense of
port' sud should lw under the
control of the navy departnreist.
400 FEET.
ettsurg, Aug. 17—Fit e men
were killed alai three injured it.-
day by the overturning of lb!,
elevator Si time tipple of the Son-
man I oad eonspany, uear Johns.
town, The men killed fell over
4o0 feet to the bottom of the
shaft. The accident is stkid to be
due to a defeet in the machinery.
aupply house. This is a new kin.] of
enterprise for Paducah. Mr. YoPP,
during hie career as a grocerman re-
al.zed the opening for that sort of
blietnees. anti at. the_ Aral oPeo_rt_taaili
embarked In it.
Seek 'Help to Harvest Crops.
St.. Paul, Minn,. Aug. 17. -The
Great tiorthern Railway company sn-
matrices that the farmers along iis
lines are in urgent need of 10,690
men to harvest the wheat crop In
'North Dakota. They are trilling to
pay good wages, averaging 4.1 a day.
To help secure these men 'the com-
pany will give low rates for parties
Of ten or none daily until August 2t
to practidally all points on its lines
In North Dakota the heavy snovr asi
.winter and the late Bummer have




Concluded at Norfolk, Va.
. 
*1.200 SHORT.
New lawk, Aug. 17.--Charg-
ed with a 1$1,200 ehortage. Cash-
ier G111 Stapleton, et tLe I.. I.
National hank,. is under arrest,
aCe0111111114( to 111111MMIlerments
it by bank autliotit Ws,
New Vork, .'tug.
log tiw publication or etatements
tile stock market ralliedakharply
from the low tiguree and closest
strong with a rally in progress.
- -
PLAYING NICE POLITICS
IN CITY OF LOUISVILLE
City Machine Will Resume
• Charge When State Admin-
istration Has Reaped Bene-
fits From Reform, Which is
More Apparent Than Real.
BINGHAM IS THE NOMINEE
• i 
the nomination at the Democratic 
r.
city primary of Mayor +Robert Bing- t 
u , pp e ng osouthern
'Illinois. There will be a few apples,
but not -gotiffiCient to supply the local
ham to ilnieh out the term, and of
1 Strikes Match and Is Shot.Niles, Mich., Aug. 17.—Clarence
Sehoapley. night watchman in a lur •
her yard, was shot early today. While
going his rounds he saw a man and
woman, getting on a pile of lumber.
He struck a match to see who they
were. The man shot him four times
The couple fled. Bloodhounds were
put on the trail, and they led to the
home of a citizen, who denied that he
knew of th.e shooting and asserts
that he can prove an alibi. He was
placed in jail.
Illinois Apple Crop Falls.
.Mount Vernon, 111., Aug. 17.—The
Louisville, Aug. 17 Special.)
apple crop In Jefferson county Is prac
' 
:fleetly a failure, according to G. A.Indicatictis now point strongly to
market. The fruit is small and gen-
Robert Lincoln. for county judge.',erally defective.
The reason is that the city machine'
does not care to make the fight for
the short term.
The situation Indicatea a deal be-
tweett the state and city machines, IS PROCEEDING APACE
s hereby Governor Beckham's at'
pointees are to be allowed to remain
In the saddle throughout the short
term, which will permit of superliche Plans for
harmony during the November elss
tin, in the hope of the state,
carrying Louisville on the strengtl,
of Vie reforms.
After the state machine's pur'
pose* are subserved by this bit of po-
litical play, the Louisville city ma-
I 'tine is to be allowed to resume its Immigration work 1, lea, eeding
old ti kae sway uttutoleeted, and fortnerapace and the Western Kentucky as-
Mayor Charles F. Grainger, who dic--:e0ciation is miljug active prepare-
Barth clowithatiOn, aTid tionre-tatsaa- rog-the--artammtios-to-b*
!pat,, hia_edmintstration, preneely,in this city September ,20 and 27,
.wIll be nominated to succeed Bing-'durIng the horse show.' A large ate
liam next year. tendance is expected, as good roads
It is not bad politics, at-all—intti-arrice- COTO Tired' lad speersiTTeefille
will work. The citizens of Louisville'ers will be sent by Commissioner of
are' horriflcd and disgusted at the AgricultureaVreeland, and cheap fares
locse methods and graft that have;will be granted -on, both railroads.
obtained during the domination of Membership tees range from $3 to
the old machine, as they were at ther$100 a year, and ('. B. Johnson,
debauchery of the ballot. Mayor county road supervisor, and Mr. W.
Bingham, who is an honest man, has.L. Bower, are on., the committee, so-
been cleaning out the city hail. ex- liciting membership
aminine the books and expotting cor-'
ruption. It looks as though the- Soralswei His Thumb,
state administration is courageously' Lone Oak, Mtg. 17, (Special. ) --
proceeding in the face of the Louis- Frightened by ais automobile yester-
vitro' machine. ;day afternoon the team of J. Jones,
But, not so. The Loeleville mites farmer, ejtimabscal 'started to run
chine is getting rid of some dead iswayr, but Jones was sueeessful in
wood In the process, but the leaders!holding them with the reins. After
arc acquiescing in the procedure, the team wale quieted Jones discov-
tindersfandleg that when the state'ered that the thumb of his right
machine has accomplished its pur-e hand had been dislocated. Dr. R. c
cose, which ends with the fall. else- Gore was called in to reduce the




Be Held in This City
Sept. 26 and 27.
IS DEMANDED
Casa Blanca, Morocco, Aug 17.--
Ali ultimatum was sent to G-meral
Drude, commanding the f 'reign
forces, by the itabalis tribe, demand-
ing immediate surrender of the town
Failure to comply - will-result la- it
general attack by Arabs. Th, town
will be destroyed aid all Frengh put
to-death. General Drude sent 'no an-
swer to the altiniatum.
ARREST AWAIT N aVY CHA P1. 1IN
Lolls of Throne.
Tangier, Aug. 17. , Loss ot his
thyolle may be the price (he sulthifl
of +forme-, sill pay for Lie uprising
thiditt"glo tit ilia etemtly :lee the at-'
teamt to 11;*v: out forelese.rs It aa
the fear of such an attempt, it is re-
ported here, which has caused the
pales* guards at Fez to be greatly
strengthened, and led to all cons ,I-1 Chspla.n Jones failed to appear in
ates being placed under military to.o-c[lte court here to give bond far
tetelosi. Several aspirants to Oe' his fotere trial upon the Indictrnsnt
throne 'ire perfecting arraegernents rauaa realest him for sgving.a :heck
to seize the cuvettd prize if the ote which was eetitrned protested.
!act' sitar predente liself. The r,Iminal trial has Deen contin-
taied itnil! October.
John/don Vieltbr to Kentucky.'
Evansville. Ind.. Aug. 17.--Gover- Vi'llrL LOVE WAS POUND
ner John A. Johnson. of Minnesota. WORKING IN 
lAWISVILLE,
arrived at Marion. Ky., bust night. •
and will remain until Friday,. He is Will Love, pri▪ ncipal witness for the
intereeted in a group of zinc niinetain state in the finaday selling 
else
r'refendcm county. Several promi- against Hugh Boyle, and who (lamp-
nent citizens and a band met Geyer- peered at the Moat inoppertut4 
mu:
nor Johnson at the station at 6:30 ment, although under recognizance to
Weldelelitet Illot, -whom - he werive.l'aesanee .gts ene-taeset.,4a --pettee .eassee
A Marini:. 't'he governor refused tq. wag eaptured Yegtertitty boatsviile
te'a f. . S. Detective Wilt . 1111-ker. u'ho
— • ',Mould have* arrived this morning
The for csestiiloi, h is iKaTIC1'
Class of '09 Unfurls Crimson
BUSINESS BRISK
AND PICKING UP
Bank Clearings Show an In-
crease Over Last Year.
Wholesalers, alaitufactumrs and Dry
tioods Merchants Report E.
' mitten Sales,
REAL ESTATE'S DULL SEASON
Clearings this week $723.559
Same week last year  715,745
hermits,. $ 4  $1.1
The clearings this week show a
slight increase over the same week
last year, and general reports of busi-
ness are geed in all lines. Reports
of the wholesale houses are that their
trade is busing as liberally as las.
season, and in some lines it i-
heavier. The dry goods houses re-
port increases over a year ago. Such
concerns as the Lack Singletree com-
pany, the Columbia Manufacturing
company and other factories are sold
out for the season.
The two medicine manufacturing
companies report good increases over
last. year, and wholsesate groceries
are doing a big business. Retailers
are on the fag end of the season, but
are doing a splendid business in fur-
teshing lines. Real estate is expert-
encine, Its usual summer dullness.
RAIN BIG TELIesitit)Pk. ON MAILS.
caimans Send Evening
Ohnerestiory at GenegagLake.
Williams Bea._ Wis.. Lug,
reception was held last night at the
Yerkes observatory of the University
of Chicago to members of the board
of trustees and others interested in
the university staying about. Lake
Geneva. Fifty were present. The
great forty-inch telescope was troin•
ed on the planet Mars for the bene-
fit of the guests, but as it is rather
low in the sky and the atmosphete
was a trifle unsteady no definite mark
Inge could be seen. The smaller In-
struments were used for observing(
other stars. In the different office-
and laboratories comprehenske exhi-
bits of the work done at the obeerva-
tory were arranged for inspecting.
WRITING SPIDER OVER
PALMER HOUSE DOOR
Over the women's entrance to the
Palmer House on Broadway, a writ-
ne spider has taken his station. He
Pennant Over High School ,,as completed his message but is
working on it and the nearest it can
Paducah's.need of flags on school
buildings has been solved, at least at
theab High schodl, and without one
cent's cost to the school board. This
morning a crimson pennant-,--arith
"09" on it, was flattering to the
breeze from the top of the flag pole
of the High school. No one know,,
bow it came there, but suspicion
points to the energetic: fnembers rf
the class, who have stolen a march
on their fellow classmates and put
their emblem up high. How long it
will remain there is a question, as al-
ready members of the etas of '09 are
swearing vengeance, and promise to
tear it from its lofty position, and re-
place it with one of their own. Prev-
ious te this many times pennants of
varions classes have been placed In
tile cupola, hut never before during
vacation. Doubtless ,a fight will be
had, by the choosers In the spirit of
class rivalry, to see which will suc-
summit, the hoys replaced -everything
and left. The flag measut;es 3 1-2 by
I yard, and attracted much attention.
ceed.
Five boys of the class of '09 are re-
sponsible for the pennant. After gain-
ing.sentrance to the building the lads
took a stepladder from the audito-
rium and went to the cupola, and two
of the boys climbed the large posts
to the roof of the cupola. and stand-
ing on the edge a rope, which was ta-
ken from the auditorium. was thrown
aroand the base of the flag pole and
the two boys drew themselves over
the conveteroof to the pole. As there
sub alp to draw a flag upo, one
member of the class climbed the pole
to the top, and nailed the flag secure-
ly. Afterward putting thi, flag at the
,Noefelk, Va., Aug. 17.—A capias for
the arreeT.-of Chaplain Harry W.
Jones- U. S. N., whose court-mart:al
trial upon charges of alleged scan-
dalous conduct, destructive of good
morals, was concelded lest night, was
named by the oivil authorities here
totlay. The court-martial was
at the raVy yard, and the veeNtet 'yr;
not be made public for several days
PIKE ROAD TO BENTON
SOON Td BE FINISHED
When two little gaps are .1(ised.
there wiil - be a Continuous graveled
pike road fro % Benton to Paducah.
J. H. .Little a former well known
county, official of Marshall county, is
working hard to get Ihe road finished
and he has solicited Padui.ah nitr-
ate wielt Nutcases. The. Retell
lrerchanta' anted-Mien went* in for
thrprujeet, and a considerable sum
of money .was Csubserihed.. Goad





Dumped Out With Trash
When State Bank Was
Moved.
Twenty dollars shy the officials of
the State hank of Metropolis, were-
relieved when IS silVer &Miffs were
carried to them by Mr. Canaday.
driver of the bus in that city, Cana-
day was talking with some friends in
front of the old home of the, bank
under the State hotel, whence the in-
stitution moved to its new quarters.
He wits idly whipping burned papers
In a little heap in trout of the build-
ing, where waste papers and scrap
were dumped out when the exodus
took place, and bometlying bright
caught his eye. It turned out to be
a silver dollar. Further search re-
vealed 19 more He took the money
to the bank and since $20 were miss-
ing,, the search was prosecuted until
the remaining dollar Was found. The
officials said they were short that
reach, but they had no means of ident
Prying the coins, so they shared- up
even with air. Canaday.
Scandal len& in Auto Accident,
New York, Aug. l7.-The scandal
which for years has hung over the
names of the young mill:onaire, Paul
McCormick, and his wife, formerly
the beautiful society matron, Crftrie
Converse, ended in death today when
tshe was killed and he wasi fatally in-
jured in a, frightful auto wreck at
Darien, fame Two, other women were
badly hurt Ip the tragic ending of the
"rotatence.-"altitaing Miles-41* boor
Oltar`geother machind from New Hs-
ven SCam/ard. atollnk McCormick
hurled his great car into the tear/ of
a buggy and then crash.el earn the
road into a maple tree
be read are the letters "M. W." It
will not be disturbed by the porter
and allowed to complete its -work.
Since it is in such a public place the
attention of tnany pedestrians has




District conference is being held
at Little Cypress tomorrow by the
Rev. J. W. Blackard, presiding elder
of this district, and the fallowing left
this morning to attend: The Rev, P.
H. Fields, the Rev. T. J. Owen, tha
Rev. J. W. 131ackard and the Rev,
George Lanthan. of Mayfield and
Thomas WoAlridge.
ST. MARY'S BUILDING
UP IN NINETY DAYS
MEN WILL ARBITRATE
IF HONESTLY SUGGESTED
Benton, 'Ky., Aug. 17, (Spec-
ial.)—The little village of Scale
uear here was thrown into e%-
iritement yesterday by the
elopement of Carrie Ford. the
13-yeareild daughter of George
W. Ford, a prostwroue farmer,
oak Lawrence Council, •Za
years old, of tbe neigh-
borhood. They went to Paris,
Tenn., unit were married.
Spurns Wire of Mother's End,
Des Moines, Ia., Aug. 17.—WIlliani
Reynolds, a railway telegrapher at
Mapleton, near Sioux City, on the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
railway, Akfused yesterday' to take a
telegram from a non-anion operate
at Cedar Rapids. Later he was calle, i
by long distance telephone and told
that his mother was dead at Ceda: 
,C
„
ARGERapids, it being the message he hd IIa 
refused to receive hy telegraph.
Contractor Weikel, who has the
contriict for the neraschool building
Site St. Mary's Academy will erect,
has torn down the old building and
will start his excavations for the new
one Monday. The building la to be of
brick, two stories, tegh a large base-
ment, and will cost --lipproximatey
$20,000. It will, be completed anii
ready for use in about 90 days.
INDIANS THINK CENSUS
ENUIIERATORS GRAFTERS
President Small Declines to
Consider Any Bogus
Schemes,




Spent Last Night in
This City.
Situation of Telegraph Oper-
ators' Struggle at End of
First Week Outlined.
AGAINST W. U.
ST I Chicago, Aug. 17.--President
small today issued the oider for the
PARTY ..loc.ed shop to apply to every broker's
,efice in the country. The anion oper
'atom are not to be allowed to work
In any office or on any wire with op-
Friends rators not members of the union or
morklug under' union -contract.
Mayor George Parson, of Cairo
was ho et of a jolly party from Cairo,
malting the-rtaltriff Trip On the Dtek
'ostler  last night  They in
the boat last night and returned this
morning. They stopped at the Pal-
mer House. and last ?fight enjoyed,
some autorribbilli ildeir,-Took In- the
summer shoes and had a luncheon
at the Plainer House afterwards. In
the party were: Mrs. C. T. Calhoun,
Mrs. C. S. Bourque: Miss Clara Bain-
bridge, Misses Estelle and Bertha Bur
nett, Miss Fannie Hartwell, of Mari-
on. Ill., Miss Jennie Bauld. of Chico-
go, Miss* Kate, Jessie and Goldin
Davis. Maude, Grace, Edith and Idaho
Sutherland, Robert Fulton, of Mari-
on, and Aud Davie, of Cairo.
SEAL FUND UNTIL 20(5) A. D.
Pennsylvitnia Treasurer MIN EllVeloffe
Which Contains Future Aid.
Harrisburg, Pa.. Aug. 17.—Among
the papers which were laid before the
state board of revenue commissioners
today_ was a sealed envelope which
had been in possession of the state
treastirer since Ise]. This envelope
It marked "contract of C. F. McKay
with the Girard Title and Trust con.-
,
pan) ''
It bears the injunction that it is
not to be opened until July 4, 2000
when the proceeds are to be applied
te the state debt, and indorsed across
the face in the handwriting of et-
Gov. Hoyt is an order that the re-
quest shall be honored.
.It is said that the enyelop.,
tales an order to turn over to the
state $20,11114) worth of steel bonds
held by- that company. Toe commi‘-
sicners eidered that the envelope be
kept as (riveted.
Muskogee. I. T., Aug. 17.---The
special census enumerators are exper-
iencing considerable difficulty In tak-
ing the. census in the full-blood dis-
tricts in Indian Territory. Believing
they are land grafters. the full-bloods
decline to give any information and
withhold their names. Several months
ago Francis E. Leupp, cpmmissioner
of Indian affairs, wrote a letter to ...lie
Indians advising them to beware or
people who were trying to beat them
out of their lands. Leupp cautioned
them ao site all strangers .wide heath
and not' tinder any etrcumetaneett
sign. theff names tti taper. The In-
dians now show this letter to the
1
 






City of Mexico, Aug. 17.—In a re-
cent visit to this city, Attorney Gen-
eral Davidson, of Texas, made some
very important statements with re-
gard to the Standard "Oil company,
and its dealings in Texas--- Ameng
other things, he said: "Texas will
drive the Standard Oil from The Vete
If every home within its horde g has
to burn candles for light. The Stand-
ard. as it. does business in the state,
under the name of the Waters-Pierre
Oil company, is a violation of the
Texas anti-trust law, It is a monopoly
and as such it Must go. eve
"The Texas laws are not too rigid.
and the anti-trust law is one which
Is on the statute bootte of many
states. In Texas we propose to en-
force it. Texts has 'enough-441_1r
inside its own borders to supply every






Chicago, III., Aug. 17. --President
Small. of the Commercial Telegraph-
ers, said to the United Press today
any Just proposition o! arbitration
will be accepted by the striking tele-
graphers. The proposal, however,
must come from fair and honest men
Small says the operatere never wilt
-wil-ileg-so-amseet-Peeeideett-C-Itsw--
re's bunco idea of arbitration.
•
Will Not Strike.
Springfield, ill.. Aog. 17.- -Local
brokers' operators will not strike.
The brokerage firms. six in number,
al signed the union scale today.
Sending By Mail.
New York, Aug. 17.--Dan E. Rus-
sell, chairman of the board of strat-
egy of the local telegraphers' union,
charged this afternoon that the West
ern Union Telegraph company is un-
able to transact its business,, and is
sending messages, recei5ted as tele-
grams, by mail, long distance tele-
pi.one and express. On 'hip groind
he is asking Attorney General Jack-




New York, Aug. 17 -An instance
of the possibility of serious trouble
with the railroad operators is the dis-
appearance of the familia,. blue signs
of the Western Union from practical-
ly every station between Springfield
and Albany on the Boston & Albany
division of the New York Central.
The railroad operators refused to
handle commercial messages, but will
not strike, they say; unless the Issue
is forced upon them. The railroad
has ignored the disappearance of tho
signs.
All over Long Island telegraphic
'communication is practically cut off.
The railroad operators either refuse
York, Aug. 17.—Robert A.
of the Pinkerton de-
tective agency, died August 13
aboard the steamer Bremen, while on
his way to Europe for his bean
Florence Sullivan. of New Yore, was
with him.
ENGINE RUN'S. INTO Sri IT
SWITCH THIS MORNING
Engine, No, 734, coming into the
city this morning with a freight train
No. 152. ran into a obit switch a
4:34 o'clock. anti Jehe SOfward truck
of the tender were, off the track
1Considerable difficult.) ; .IVSS expert
l enced in getting back on the rails
Engineer Pete FoWler atxl Firleua
iJohn Crow were in charge.
••••••11.11M1/11.
to-accept the commercial messages or
fail to deliver them. The only line
that. ia open at. all is a leased .wire
tunning to Oyster Ray.
Both sides continue to claim every-
thing in sight. The Western_ Union
went so far as to declare the imident
clesed and Superintendent • 'Brooks
discontinued the company's publicity'
bureau.
E. J. vice president and gen-
erai manager of the Postal, said bind
nets was- moving smoothly and tho
company was well up with Its traffic.
One thint was made plain. Unless
forced to do so the We-s-tern Union
will take none of its old-anelS-baek
In spite orTis -claims it is evident
that the Western Union --has by no
means all the first-class operators it
ceuld use, yet Superintendent Brooks
turned down flatly the applications of
two union men who wrote to hint ask-
ing for reinstatement. Mr. Nally, of
the Postal, on the other hand, said
his company had taken back ten of
mI en.
Will Not Strike,
Chicago, 11. Aug. 17 the con-
ference held here last night between
President S J. Small, of the Com-
mercial Telegraphers' Union of Amer
tea, Secretary-Russell. President Sam-
uel Gompers. of the American Feder-
ation of Labor, and several other la-
bor leaders it was decided definitely
that there should be no strike of 47,-
000 railroad telegraph operators of
the United States. These operators
will be called upon shortly to con-
tribute a strike fund of $0,000. Two
of their general officers attended
the confesence.
• Buying Party Goes Ea*.
A buying party from Harbour's
departmerit store will leave Sunday
t morning at 1 ar,m. for New York
di:City, to be gone about two weeks,
The party _wit! include Itiatt-311*.
B Harbonr, Witt Anna Weitimate
head of the ladies' suit department.
n and Miss Nora Patten, head trimmer.
in the Millinery department.
I•4(tfr ferrite*.
U. *WV
S MI S TIEO SO SO OF SYSTEMMALARIA
Malaria is an atmospheric pofson which we unconsciously breathe into
our system. The bhood in its coust ant passage through the lungs absorbs the
germs, and they destroy the rich, ted corpuscles of this vital fluid and reduce
it to such a weak, wettery condition that it is unable to properly nourish the
system, and disease gets a footecelel. Then the symptoms of Malaria, such
as pale, sallow complexions, weak ivitalitee, poor appetite, deranged digestion,
and perhaps chats and fever showithat the trouble is affecting every part of
the body. Malaria also affects the liver, producing a chronic state of bilious-
ness, and often a long spell of fever follows when the blood becomes fully
contaminated with the poison. Chronic Sores and 'Ulcers, boils, aches and
pains, and skin affections of various kinds often result from this insidious
disease if the poisen is allowed to accumulate in the blood is sufficient quan-
tities. Malaria lutist be removed hewn the system through the circulation,
and for this purpose nothing equals ti. S. S. This great remedy gore down
ht the blood and drives out all germs, microbes and poisons, and perma-
nently cures Malaria, S. S. S. not ,ettly cleanses the blood of the cause, but
furnishes it vritlivtise healthful properties it needs, so that instead of a weak,
germ-infected stream, spreading disease throughout the system, it becomes
a rich, red fluid, nourishing the body-and enabling it to resist disease.
S. S. S. is also the greatest of all tonics, and builds up and invigorates the
entire system whilevridding the blood of the germs of Malaria. Persons who
are suffering from Malaria wall be pleased with the prompt and pleasant re-
sults produced by the use of S.. S. S., and can take it with ceialidenee-beteause
it is an absolutely safe medieine, being free from harmful minerals of any
kind. Book on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all
who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
To hen itig Diampnd,
Charles A. Keene, a• diamond
broker of this city, who arriveet from
,Ahnsterdam on the Cementite an-
nounced last night that hie had
brought over with hen "the Elinpress
Catherine's diamond brooch, which
at one time forme& part of the Bus-
sian imperial jewels." The center
diamond, which is set In oval drape,
surrounded by ,smaller stones, is a
magnificent gem__ weighing 20%
The
bank, Amsterdam, where it. had been
stored by a HUI/Shin titled- lady, a
close friend of Count Tolstoi, who
had authorized Its sale for dee object
specified, He also said that the big
diamond was originally set in the
sword hilt of Ivan the Terrible.
Mr. Keene has papers from the
Russian Society iu New York author.
izing him to diepoee of the "Empress
Catherine brooch' Ifr the highest he
can obtain.—New York Times.
carats and valved at $15,000.
brooch, Mr. Keene says, is to be sold
in this city for the Russian Meru-
Lion organization.
In showing the brooch to a reporter
last night, Mr. Keene said that h e had
brought it from the tmsterdit nsche
...,,
Barber—Shalt I take a little off
the ends of your hair ,;1r?
Customer—Yes, yes! I think 'you
better take it off the ends, unless you

























































































































it irons smoothly, not rough.
button holes or stud holes match.
shirts with buttons are ironed Perfectly
either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
seen is missing. ,

















Bankers l'se Copies of Presi-
dent's Speech.
5.
Got Hold of .tdvsuicc l'aruphlets
'ffiole in Lined)* for Three
l'oints.
COTTON SCANDAL MYT IN /T.
New York, Aug. 17.—Armed with
advance copies of President Roose-
velt's speech, some of the Intreariant
brokers yesterday vet a trap for the
public by deliberately opening down
the stock market down from 2 to 4
pokes, and then advancing it from 2
to 7 points.
The conspirators who had been
clever enough to get the presidential
words in advance followed their first
selling orders with heavy orders to
buy. They had scooped up thousands
of shares before the street rellized
that it had been led into an atubuph.
When the truth was realized an in-
veistigatlen showed that the newspa-
pers had not yet received their cop-
its of the speech.
It was discovered, however, that s
few persons were in possession of it.
Before the day closed half the street
knew that President Roosevelt would
make a conservative aderess next
week. It was a glorious victory for
the conspirators. It ought to be worth
at least a million dollars to the for-
tunate poleician who conveyed it
to the powers in Wall street. If he
gets less time a million it will be
gross injustice.
Bad as Cotton Scandal.
But all Wall street rejoiced in the
fact that somebody had secured a
copy of the president's speech, and
on reading it had decided to see what
Preiedent Roosevelt wi:1 consider a
"square deal" for the ope that stole
hee.epeeta and_ sold It to Walestreet.
Of all the scandals that have comae
out or Oyster -efrayeetts-vras ttrer
eutrageous. It rails to mind the sale
of the -e Pep reports and the spec it la-
tion by high officials in Washington
in the cotton market. It reminds
Wall street that the governmenestop-
Ped its investigation of the cotton
scandal as soon as it discovered what
it would bring out if it continued. It
is probable In the light of today's ex-
perience that a demand will be made
for' a renewal of the cotton investi-
gation and complete exposure of the
government employes who have been
making fortune, In Wall street at
the expense of the public and through
the use of government information.
AMP:BRAN SOLDIER
receded for 'Murder in ('bins—Body
of %learn Found.
New York, Aug. 16.---Dispatches
'torn Chaim, China, report the arrest
here of WH. Adsett, of the United
tates marines guarding the legation
t Pekin. He is suspected of rob-
eng and killing a woman, whose body
as found in a box on the British
learner at Hong Kong. Adsett was
u rested only after he made violent
evistance and he later broke out of
local jail and escaped, Several
housand dollars and some valuables
elleved to belong to the murdered
roman were taken from Adsett's be-
ongings, and are now in the care of
he authorities.
!Maria Makes Pale sickly Children.
he Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
-MS CHILL TONIC driven outma-
aria and builds up the system. For
row n people and children, 50c. 2
IoNDLRAN tliN1' To BE
RECILTITED IN AMERICA.
City of Mexico, Aug. 17.—A cable-
ram received here from San Shiva-
or says that Capt. John H. Poe, who
as at- ZeTereefisse well known as a
rinceton football -player and An nap-
ills coach, and who recently has, been
ghting In the Honduran army, has
eft Salvador on the steadier San
 —ht
The market this meriting rivaled
(he best day of the year. All the
eialis were crowded eith vegetables
arid fruits,, and business was
On North Second street between Ken-
tucky avenue and Washington street
the -street was a solid meet: of coun-
try wagons loaded with the luscious
and melons, watermelons and cantaloupes
and all of them sold out. The rains
of the past weeks have marred the
°utility of nearly all vegetables. Corn,
beans, tomatoes, sweet and Irish po-
tatoes, peaches, grapes and apples
were plentiful.
/NORTH CAROLINA
SENDS LAWYERS TO VI'TEND
souTIIIERN HAILWAI NIEET.
State Demand. That Compauy Mi-
sery° New Freight and PIEM. '
Stliger Bates.
New York, Aug. 17.—With an Im-
posing array of legal talent on hand
to' look after its interests the state
of North Cerolina took up in this
city its fight to make the. Southern
railway obey the new rates on freight
and passengers decreed by the legis-
lature.
The first of a series of hearings
was held lit the office of the railway
company, at 80 Broadway, before•ex-
Judge W. A. Montgomery, as mas-
ter undsr appointment of United
States Circuit Judge Pritchard.
14 these hearings a record will be
made on which Judge Pritchard will
decide whether he will Issue a per-
manent injunction restraining the
appropriate officers of the state of
North Carolina from enforcing the
law as confiscatory, and for that point
the matter will be ready for the
United States supreme court on ao-
-Admits-Diseriminatien.
Tt.day'siating brmiglit  out grest
deal of testimony aboet the compara-
tive rates -on local and through bust-
Dees within the state of Norte Caro-
lina, and on iaterstate business origi-
nating in North Carolina for points
outside. and originating outside for
poiuts within the state.
Showers of Flab Common.
The phenomenon of a shower of
fishes which recently caused "consid-
erable speculation" in the Calthnees
district is of more common occur-
rence than is generally supposed.
It is undoubtedly due to some small
fry of fishes haviticebeen lifted from
the water and carried over dry land
by what is popularly known as a
waterspout, When two currents of
air traveling In opposite directions
meet the resulting atmospheric dis-
turbance, If on a small scale, is called
a whirlwind and, iron a large scale,
a tornado, the destructive powers of
which are proverbial.
The Hon. Ralph Abercromby de-
fines a whirlwind as "a mass of air
whose height is enormously greater
than its width, rotating rapidly round
a more or less vertical axis." The
mass might be, for instance, 201e feet
high and only ten feet in diameter.
This whirlwind column has a funnel
like center and may travel as fast as
thirty miles an hour in a particular
Course.
The phenomenon is usually visible
in the sky as a descending column.
This is owing to the compression of a
cloud within the circuit of the whirl-
wind air. Should the disturbance
reach the surface of the ground, dust,
WAtikildiG WIT/KNOT WATER
Is bike Trying to Get ktid of Dandruff
Without Herpicide.
Did you ever see any one trying
wash themselves without. .soap
'eater?
If you did what would you say
him?
It is every bit as Foolish to try
get rid of dandruff and to prevent
Baldness by feeding the germs which
iian for San Francisco, where he catiev it, with Canthrarides, Vaseline
ourposes to recruit a "foreign legion" Glycerine and similar . substances
o take part in the expected war be- whiehi form the principal ingredients
ween the ('entral American stateciof most so-called Hair Growers.
'ne held the rank of captain with thel Kee hro's lierplcine Is successful
He was in the artillery because it attacks and kills the par-
etitic germ which feeds on the hair
roots,
ft is the original and only genuine
scalp germicide manufactured. •
Sold by leading dfuggists. Two
sizes, 50c. and $1.00. Send 10c, in
stamps for sample to The Herpicide
,Co., Detroit, Mich. W. B. MePher-
s1 '1 Ste ial A veto
Long Ride Due to Errant Wife,
Bucyrus, 0., Aug. 17.—James 'M.
Ivens has ridden 11,701a Niles on his
icycle with no other pacemaith than
desire to see his wife punished for
egamy. Mrs. Givens applied for a
ivorce and thought she would get It,
he anticipated favorable action and
arried Joseph Wine. Tire divorce
.as net granted, and after living to-
ether for two years Witte was fil-
leted. Mrs. Givens, fearing a simi-
ar fate, left for parts unknown, Mr.
livens Is not satisfied that she should
grape and has ridden on his bicycle
11 the way from Seattle to 'Bucyrus
o locate his errant spotlit. and 1111.11
er over to the authorities for pun-
..hment.
"Maybe that boy of yours will be
anions some 'day," said the friend.
I shouldn't be surprised," answered
'armer Corataesel, "he does like to
eir ritrioue clothe" and !lay things
bat emuni it • m OrP An tptislir Imager.
ible."—Weshingtoa Siar,'







If you need a cook, a house girl
or house boy call old phone
599-r. We have a good list of
e house servants always. Wp can
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Draws Out the Poison and Inflammation
MOSQUITOES WILL NOT ANNOY YOU AT NIGHT
IF PARACAMPH IS APPLIED ON RETIRING
Always use PARACAMPH SOAP when bathing yoUr Skin `r
• •Nt
muci and ail eiede et dete ib al t
sucked'up into the column and car-
ried along. If the path of the axis
of the disturbance crosaes the sea or
a river, the surface water is whirled
up into the funnel and mingles with
the whirling column of descending
vapor. This is the effect known as a
waterspout.
When the rotatory motion ceasee
the 'accumulated moisture deseeuds
lu u cloudburst or as very heavy
rain. The small surface living fry of
fish in the sea usually herring, or
even comparatively heavy fish from
shaliew inland waters are freetiently
thus carried.over dry land and as-
tonish the pedestrian by descendling
on his umbrella.
Many eases are reportiel from
abroad and they are co:ninon in India.
In this country the species of fish
that thus' fall are usually indigenous
to the neighborhood, which shows
that their involuntary journeit
through the air is never very far and
It is probable that those that fell in
Caithness apparently near the coast
after alt betting '1117 ItirfWe
same phenomenon has been seen in
S
BIG REWARDS
FOR ARREST AND CONVICTION
OF NIGHT RIDERS.
toloernor Patterient Declares He Will
Put Stop to lawlessness in
Tenneseee.
Nashville, Aug. 17.—Outrages by
so-called "night riders" in the dark
tobacco district appear to be increas-
ing, and today Governor Patterson
offered a reward of $1,500 for the
arrest and conviction of any night
riders in the counties of Montgomery
and Robertson, and says that he will
stop these acts of lawlessness that
have caused tetror to the citizens of
that section. The governor has also
offered a reward of $2,500 for the
arrest and conviction of the person
or persons wile ctimmAted arson
when the storehouse of W. E. Wall,
of Montgomery county, was burned
last night.
LAW OF LOVE AND LARCIIST.
Court Decides if Girl Uses Fiance's
Pockets as Safety Deposit.
Iowa Falls, Is. Aug. 17.—If a
girl has a right to go through her
sweetheart's pockets after marriage,
has a young man the right to appro-
priate his future wife's pocketbook
before the marriage? Judge W. P.
Helachee has decided against both
propositions.
Mtn Letta Sluter, a school teacher
at Ackley, and Joseph Stonebreaker
had been keeping company. Miss Slu-
ter bAd sufficient confidence in her
companion to place her iioeliet book
in his pocket for safe keeping. The
pocketbook end money disappeared,
and she accused -him of stealing it.
Stouebreaker denied the charge, but
admitted that, the girl had turned'her
money over to him. He was arrested
and taken before Judge Helecher ofi
a charge of larceny.
The judge decided he couldn't hold
the young man for larceny, as they
were engaged to be married and his
permission to allow his sweetheart to -
use his pocket as a safety deposit
vault Would render void any judg-
ment for conviction. _
Chicago & North Western fly. to the
Oren-North Woods.
Special low rates are in effect daily
rutin all points via The North-West-
ern tine to the fishing and hunting,
grounds of ffiertliern Wisconsin and
the upper peutueula of Michigan in-
cluding Gogebie Lake, Cisoo Lake,
Eagle River, Wsodruff, Manitowish
Mercer, Hayward. Gordon, Radleson
and to various Lake Superior poaits
Including Duluth, Superior, Ashilad,
flayfield Isle Royale, Marquette and
Saulte Ste Marie. Booklets containing
detailed maps, lists of Weis and
camp and ether valuable information
on application, N. M. Breeze, Gen-
eial Agent, 436 Walnut street, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
e Last year 31 large steel vessels
were built tot POrYiAP 'nn the Great
Lakes,
What is atc:
James Watt, te oftliali Inventor
and engineer, was the man to Whom
we owe the idea Of a horse-power,
and when the electric unit involving
the idea of work came to be formu-
lated the name of Watt was chosen
to indicate this unit, just as that of
S'olla has givem. us the tcrin volt and
Faraday the farad.
Watt considered that takieg the
average, a London dray horse was
capable of doing the work of lifting
33,00) pounds through one foot of
distance in one minute of time,
against gravity. The introduction of
a, Jo comes from the e, k Chil-i,
one thousand A kilowatt, ,written
also k, w., is therefore 10010 watts.
The kilowatt-hour is the performance
of work at such rate that 1000 watts
_per second shall be delivered contin-
uously for one hour.
Etiery Baseball Teame.
Baseball teams existed as early as
1545, but the first league was formed
tr. 1867, when the National Associa-
tion of Baseball Players was organ-
ized. This, as the title implies, wee
lb organisation of players—in fact.
amateur playets. They did not re-
this time limit, the minute, gave theInudn true amateurs for long, how-
unit of power or the rate of perform- ever, and in 1871 baseball was ',laved
Ing work. This or its equivalent has
ever since been called a horse-power.
The electrical unit called the watt
is capable of being represented in
terms of the horse-power, and in that
form it ts perhaps more Intelligible
to those who are familiar With me-
chanical rather than with electrical
expressions. The electrical watt is
the product, of. volts multiplied by
Winter tiftanttleethieUlft _Of
electrical pressure and the ampere is
an electric current.
Carets-1 esixerltuents have demon-
strated that 746 watts per second are
equal to 550 foot-pounds per second,
or, to state the equation in its usual
form, 746 watts equal,1 horse-power.
The form in which electrical power
It -generally sold Is coon:sited on the
basis of kilowatt-hours. The prefl\
You efeen have a kick remittal.
1111111•11111111111111111111111111.0101111111.11111. "en you are asked to foot a bill:
118 Kentucky Atm.
squarely on a -professional hasis,when
there came into existence the Na-
tional Association of Professional
Baseball Players. It, will be noted
that the players still governed the
sport, and they continued to do, go
until 1876. It was in this period
that there grew up the great aliases
'which menaced the very life of base-
ball, namely, gambling and the buy-
lug 'rind -ZeiblrAltgn 11.71_
the players were deposed from the
end they have never since controlled
the game.--Suecese.
NI:Kid—The trouble with women is .
that they can't coecenerate their
minds on end thing. •
Todd—Can't they? You just look
in some day on a woman bridge cloth
•
The Offtt Carriage I
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give pronit personal at-
tention at all times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PH ONE 915
An.
I ..YOU ARE LUCKY"If sondon't have a rainy day. sickness, trouble—you can't tell just what will happen. ...If you haven't any money what are you going tot
You won't piss a little out of each week'' earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an sccount with us and protect yourself









AND BALANCE OF WEEK
Grand Musical Engagement by the South's Most
Famous Vocalist







CHANGE OF PROGRAM NIGHTLY
e
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The Week In Society.
TIM WOOINci le IT. .Misses rsi Douithit, Lillian Beyer,
- - - 'Luna Deuthit, klarlis Beyer, Ethel
."Sir!" I said. "I cannet love you— !daemon, Lorena Beyer, Flora Sea-
Cannot give to y ou my trust ; " won, Katherine Rock, and Mr. and
But you stole ruy hand and whis- Mrs. Hoe aril Shelton and Messrs.
pered: 'George and Winton Rock..
"Heart of mine, you must: )
must!" • Per Miss Bondurant.
Mr. 11. L. Wallace., leak Trimble
"Friend," I said, "I ratio 1, ...r)o- street. entertained Thursday evening et ly married by 'Squire leggett.
Never kissed I any necite with a pretty party in honor of M1 Both are epopuiar young people of
But you kisaed my warm iips say- Victoria Benddrant, of Hieittnan. The
inge 'guests present were: Mrs. Rosetta
• -"Heart of Mine, you.caul yeti can!" Young. Misses Miunie Rotrgeriug,
!Vietoriu Bondurant, Selina 'leper.
"Dear." I sale, "Ii; never wed you; !etinnie Langston, Isabelle GriMth,
Feel Iny heat unmoved and still;" LOuise Rhtteering, ROMA Langston,
But you drew me to eau, sating: Meagre. Otis Lassiter, Powell Loges)",
-Heart of mine, on will! you will!" urey Griffith Harry Wilford. of St•
Louis: Henry Rottgering, Marvrn
-But," I said, 'T da not it ve you." Langston, Lynn V Phelpi and H. L.
Then you locked we through Hid Wallace.
tbiuuh,
Basing as you pressed me clornr:
Launch Partg.
"Heart of li-ne, you Jo! you do!"
A lausich party was given Thursday--:Cteetta Ryan.
evening by Misses Mettle Lou and
Lillie May McGlathery la honor of
Paducah society has sought enter- their guests, Mis.ses Nell )McKenzie,
taint:wilt this week in many wets of Drerden and May Mercer, of Mew-
Boating parties, morning parties, and Ala A delightful evening was spent. 
musicalshave been features of the —0--
week, but although they ale diverst-
fled, all be been pleasant features. Party or Atom Park.
Pethaps,-the musical at the pail( has In honor of Miss Mary Leigh, of
been the most popular as the 'Music Chicago, Mts. II. G. Johnston gave a
welcome an op. p:eific at Almo Parli Wednesday.loving Paducahans 
Poitunity to hear classical programs. Tbe party left early in the morning
For the onerig week it Is difficult aml returned in the evening after ac 
to predict, for al; eller:tale-meats delightful day el the pretty peek- In
are informal, -and many are gotten the party were: Messes Mary Leigh,
up on the spur of the momeut. But Chicago: C:ara •Tjtorp, Mayfield;
it may be said the younger set will Wlle Willis, Cora Smith, Rosalie
be active. nom now until tne call of Potter, Joe eilller Madeline Cook:
ccliege next months. Messrs. William Redalek Frank
Street, Oscar Starks, Clarence Park-
To MINISIIMPlj 
Cr. Frank Fisher, Spencer Johnston,
e Cave.
Harry Johnston; Mesdames H. G.
The following party heft the city
Wednesday afternoon for Mammoth 
Johneton and W J. Lewis.
Sloo"'"041111-""iiiiMS
cave to spend several days In sight
seeing: Mrs. Vernon Blythe, Misses 
Camping Party.
Phillippa Hughes, Ethel Morrow,
and Mrs. James Kogtr. Mrs. John
WM, qr Hickman. lofted the' par-
ry here.
In Tlistior of Pedocahan.
A Cipping from the Mt. Vernon.
Ohio, Banner gave an account of a
pretty euchre party gives last Satur-
day by Mrs. L. W. Armentrout, of
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, In honor orlter
guest Mrs. L. V. Armentrout of. this
ci
tturpriee Wedding.
lEss A. BitlyerS,- of Tyler, and Mr.
Birneet firoackwell, of this city, weye
married at Pails. Tenn., Wednesday.
Di was a peasant surprise to their
friende who were under the impress
glen the couple attendcd the picnic.
'Ni. temple will make their home in
ties city.
Kt Honor of Itirtietwy.
In honor of the birtlitiey of Miss
turn ***mum . a pretty birthday par-
ty was Lyon at her home, 637 Mc-
Keniey avenue. Many games were
played during the eveniug, and re-
freshments were served by the bus-
teas. •
Dinaer Party.
41litis Kathetine Rork entertained
with S pretty 6 o'clock dinner part;
Thursla-y evening at her home, 224
North .Sixth street. The &rine: was
given in honor seat the Misses Luna
and Ernie Moabite litho were the
guests of the Misses Beyer, Fifth and
Monroe streets. • The disIng room
was prettily decorated for the dinnec,
and a color scheme of bite and gold
sal carried out. Covers were bale
Tot twelve and thosie present we.4e
.11
All the year  round
under market
prices; at  bargain
times  under  bar-
gain prices.
the Suilth apartments en South Fifth
etreets,
frier Visitors,
Mr. and Mr. Frank Seneers, of
the Maytielderoad, entertained Sun-
day evening in honor of Mrs. John
Edwards. of Dallas, Texas. R.?-
freslonentsawere seryed the guests
In the evening. Ina the party were:
Mr, and Mrs. Rudo;01 Streit, Mr. and
Mr. N. Maseerang ,and daughters,
Sudle, Emma band Mary Maeserang,
Will and Joseph Sanders.
Woodville Wedding,
Miss Ituth Green and Mr. Riley
Kuykendall, of Woodville, eloped to
Metrope:ia last Sunday and were qui-
Woadville and come from proininent
families. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and, Mrs. Louis Green, and Mr.
Kuykendall es the son of Mr. Baxter
Kuykendell. Mr. and Mrs. Kuyken-
dell are making their home in Wood-
ville.
Party it Cold Springs.
Ccmplimemery to Miss Edmonia
Elder, of Quincy, Ili., wbo IS the
guest of Miss Eudore Farley, a de-
lightful outing was had at Cot.]
efolnge Silt:Way-by a party of yoong
people from the city. In the party
were: Misses ledmonlaElder. of
Quiney, Eudore Farley, Gertrude
Fisher, Edna Gockal, Charlotte Bow-
er, Sosella Farley, 011ie Hancock,
and Messrs.. Owen Bell, Charles
Troutman, Robert Bower, James Rip-
ley, Charles Royer, Henry Ruoff,
Will am! Miller McCann and Dr.
Childers. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bower,
Mrs. Ben Vise and Mr. and Ira. Fin-
ley chaperoned.
In Manor of Itutdelame
Mrs. It, L. Pelmet tisittitatned at
her home, 228 North Fourth street,
Wednesday evening with a dinner in
honor of Mrs. John A. Ciithey, of
ildetnehis, Miss Shellye Burrow, and
Nelle Burrow, of Milan, Tenn. Mrs.
Cathey and the Misses Burrow gave




Mr. and Mrs. G Nicholson. 433 N.. Surprising ne..Vi ft was received when
Seventh street, are hosts to a fishing the marriage of Miss Vera . Smyth
Iparty this week at Colvin 'late. la_ head yr. °emir, ataw,nim.a. was an-party fr-orst Paducah are: - Mr nwarairae.-- iltair _taiga _toga.. rp.,„had Mr S. WEII3M V. Yandell, he, •. has , been the guest of the
wee !ere R. r malt biz ot-me.
Thomas Ni(11011,011, and Mr. W. W. started for home, and Miss Smyth at--
Vendee, of Rutherford, Tenn. companted her to Union ,Stetior.
—414— Here she met Mr. Shepherd and with
Morning Party. her cousin accompanied him to Cairo
Misses Mettle Lou and Millie May where the marriage took place. After
MeGlathery entertained, with a, morn- the ceremony the bride's Motlfer, Mrs,
leg card paety Wednesday morning Tobias Steger, was informed of the
at their home on North eleventh wedd:ng by a long d:stance ter-
atret, in honor of their guests. Misses phone message. Mrs. shepherd ac-
Nell McKenzie, of Dresden. Tenn.:- companted Miss Liles to her home in
3day Mercer, Maltiphttl: :Hattie Gres- Arkansas, but will probably return
helm, of Mobile, Ala. The first prate next week.
was captured by Min itthel Brooks, The bride Is a relented muelciart
and Miss May Mercer won the via- and a popular High school gee
itOrt prize. In attendance were; Mr. Shepherd is express messenger
4litses Sarah Sanders, Ellis Gray, running between Cairo and Hopkins-
navvy, Lints Mat' "'instead Mary vine.
Scott, C,orrinne Winstead. Ethel 
Brooks, May Owen, Nell Holland, Per Palms Mites..
Marjorte liagby-. Elsie Hodge, Phillip- Miss Ida Rickman, of West Plains
pa Hughes. Garnett Beekner, Brooks ontet:tatned with a pretty party on
Allle Cabell, .Teanette Fetter Tuesday evening. tine among tb$
_
and Shelley Burrow. Milan, Tenn. tillseayguests was Miss Amy Ricketiest, of
,Of Interen Here. •
The marriage of Milts Blanche Ifni/Whets Hinvered.
Keys and Mr. Whittemore Stevens, of Invitations were received Mondey
Denton, took place Tuesday after- from Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Greif, of 
'"What do you•feed 'em?"
noon at 2 o'clock at the home of the!Guaniea Centrale, Porte Rico, an-I 
"Feed them!" exclaimed the novel-
bride In Louisville. The bride is alnouncing the engagement and 
1st-farmer. "Why, 1 don't feed them
charming woman and popniar in heriproaching, marriage of their denge-
home city, and with her many Virtues ter, Katherine, to Mr. Thomas F.
will nialtermany friends in her new Ryan, of New York at the Holy In-
home. Mr. Stevens is a eonsin of noeense church, New York City, No-
Mr. James Foster, of this city, and vernher 17; and of their daughter,
has many acquaintances here. He is Gretchen, to Mr. Harry Randolph
Long at the Holy Innocence church cott's Magazine.
November 1 Mr Greif is a formerl




















FSIUD. T. HOPKINS, N.Y. CITY,
entwines se (filliiiiiAWS ClIthal
lea am* ANL,
Mel'HEItSI YHGN'S IUG SToltie.
ve• --?;"-wilira-soex-wreatees nee
manager of a large sugar refinery.
After. JaIntilt• 1 Lett ceeseies will he
at•home In fluenica.
Lecture at ',Weary.
One of the best and (seat enter-
taining as well as profitable lectures
given in the city was the lectnre on
'tem in! UTI Mat" sby Rabbi W. nine-
ehrtber, of lows, who ie visiting in
the dity. The lecture rom was well
filled and the lecture proved -most
interesting.
( nine eal-Stairga.
Mrs. Eva F. eeldeell and Mr. J.
R. Steggs were quietly married Thurs
day evealug ef 9 o'clock et the resi-
dence of Mrs. Ellen Morrow, 519
Kentheiry gvenue. The certmoty was
performed try the Rev, J. K. Clark.
assistant pastor to the First' Baptist
church. Ttiee bride is a native of New
Orleans and for Revere! years bus
been in charge, of the millinery de-
o-arm-tent of Rudy-Phillips Com-
-nese. She is ponsieeeed utivietial
beauty, Me. &AIWA' traii lag rope
reaentative of the Standerd Oil corn -
Riverside Hospital Eulogized in Guaranteed Cure
Humorous 'Way by Al
•
loreman for coastipidion
I ails at the Riterside. hospitel, ilbotieffilg talvdreide, eittegist Afuir at gentles -for *lateen
ellen. I have been visiting the doc-
tor and nurisee a few days Th, visit
has been so pleet.unt they they insist
sin my staying a day or so longer,
and as the matron has the key to the
situation I remain--with pieties
ure, but will roe you this week.
Discipline and system seem to be
the most in evidence here. I/ ueu
tish for anything you have only 'lo
ring the annunciator, When nurse
quickly appears, as if by mettle, CA
will bring you anything you Vast -
provided it is a• glass of water or a
aottor. in lustanoes tee retell
might, in my opinion, 'be changed dor
the better. To say that elites rela-
tive.; ran only Visit yott eertain hours
tu the day net Olthen tf e sun is
ahleing is a hardship on some peo-
ple's relettves Who have nowhere else
to go. -There are Seine who would
prefer an humble cottage where their
Posed ones wouel aerie them at all
tiniest during their 'llinese, to 'Ole
fine* weed In the hospital, Where the
Signs of the zodiac must be consulted
ttffore they Would know When to gatn
adMissiote
The purees here seem to be eery
obedient to the doctor's orders. if
the instructions are to allow you a
glass of water every three hours and
you Just implant to fall tete a gentle
eeal p at midnight, the nurse will
*wee you and say "here's the water"
on time. Then sun and put it an
the chart. They do a great isseluess
with that chart, 1 presume it Is like
railroatfing--they use it to regulate
e rdtes. Ndw that Is all good gys-
tent, but not always good for the 4y1. 
ternof the patient, who may heed
Sleep worse thaneater, but the rdles
must be obeyed
tent. He ts :velum hest...lees man
with a bright lettere, Mr. end Mrs.
Staggs are ng -nreeidi at the Siaders
'nate, 1140 Broadway.
an attache of the Smith-Gregory flier
chandise store in Benton. Mr. and
Mrs Stevens arrived In the city to-
day and are gueets of Mrs. Foster, of
• .
citizen of Paducah anti is now a roe- Many a man's peck of trouble tion from watching 'the effects of the view, •
Ment of Porto Hier ee in liquid form. sun rise on a le s itiful sums:leen
r 
Ts Idea of charging an admission
 assetteessewessamessea.  e _rnewommwswien. 
The ilietoriaree Hens.
An Indiana man tells of the efforts
of an author belonging to. the Hoosier
school of historical novelista to put
it, his leisure time as a "hrn farmer"
In that state. The literary Persian's
vesture affoided his agricultural
friend no and of amusement.
During his first year the amateur
farmer discovered that ellhis little
ehickeas, which were confined in
coops. were langulahlug at the point
of death. The novelist went over his
'awn literature" to locate the cause
of the trouble, bat to no avail.
Finally he called upon an old chap
named Rawlins, to whom he put the
querrtion:
"What de you suppose is the mat-
terhwith these -chickens?"
"Well, I dunno," said Rawlins.
smything!"
"Then, how'd you s'pose they was
togoin' to live?"
"I presumed," replied the literary
person, "that the old hells had milk
enough for them now."—Lippin-
rays (Mace nu the waters of the Ohio
The wilkswe on the uppeeite bank
•nd and dip Glee- branches lb Mei
river for their inotethig *att. nettle,
the tiewe how and nod their heade
good Moteieg to each titter.
The etetunboute Wi. egotism white I
WearingIn revisee, with their baby
/steamers pedaling after, add both to
she grandeur and beauty of the
resent..
ItOrtrside Hospital, with your pol-
itched floors, your ivory-Me furni-
ture, we are proud of you.
With, yohr eorets of trained nurses
pontratrensly pariathig tn silent foot-
stave like phantoms df the night, ad-
ministeritig soothing drawable to one
and a gentle tomb of the hand to
soothe the fevered brow of another
We adintre vou.
Amidst Ouch scenes, such elm
plieit), such soothing influences and
tine% -White rettchea, what patient, in
his conveleaoence, free from ache or
pain, at peace with the Great Giver
of all and all the world, conk! trot, as
the poet has said, "wrap the Mantel
ef his couch ebotrt him and lie down
to pleasant. dreams,
• AL M. FOREMAN.
Mow.
Said a maid, wry fortune telling
Lour, ago ID fillyS of old;
• NOver heart ataill at he for you,
Nevor heart shall bleak for yoa,
Though grief strike your *out with
~utak
Or you lit'bras-alt sire wield."
else ift•eal me kissed me softly.
"Heret ft aot deer *Nett" else med.
"Fate or testate., who can Strew it"
The (Mate, WOO can sewer' ft?
kfltsi eou not the idle 'talkie*
a foolish gypsy mats'!" •
And I said---my soul unfearing—
Atl my blessings unforgot,
eit were well 1 gave no sorrow,
Prom that thought my strength
borrow;
I should be rents-et, me darling,
Other lire* to daeken not!"
-Mee ththouiit1a t1neis,
Musing by myself tonight:
"MI skim'!" the words keep measure
Gone is all the old-time pleasure,
I can See but sweet, dead faces
Upward turtling to the light.
eihat the' wonder! What the weeder'
That my soil Is numb and cold -
"Never hea.it shall ache for me,
Never heart break for me,
Though grief strike my -stout with
anguish
Or I lie beneath the mold!"
--Bonen l'ra mwri 11 t
years, durh Asia* many millions
of betties were Odd and thousands of
letters hem men were received, the
gclgisuttuss of Lir. Caldwell's syrup Pep-
irets:p.,:tee fuintwAdig:egiuma,atrautirribeetiasalimmektiivet inure vapositliounuusdi
discerns of rhe stomach, liver and bow-
els, such as cluentec aenatipation, dys-




ma and Me sam .. mar quote and
rbeeleelairm-
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jt.,0 • to are Lliarit has. Mit hiscurreVt,
iambs mad Illotivalliteemesete be-no P. 'T
Barnum in Berlin with enterprise,
subtlety or assurances enough to nes
getiate with him for museum purs
woes —Brooklyn Eagle.







The success of Lintz b:id-
ney Pills is wonderful, and
frilly verify our judgm6nt in
guaranteeing deem es a sure
cure in kidney troubles.
They come in 50e box,.1
and a written guaraatee
given with each box.




I Fourth and Broadway
If the doctor Preserikes for you
light diet they bring you a ideas of
Milk and turn on the light it won't
hurt you. The reeved day I was
here I got hungry and emit up town
ad had two ihnbarger eaadwtchiss
ant to var, but they tad no eneSer
slurred the building than they Were
'tei-ts'd---trnititct I Premix*. Thar*
was a-grand rush fee them 410 Ms lite
they irere for, and when they toned
116?-11be-Thift Mak
was on Itio light Met -ow said elte
chart. On oonsuttation they derided
i, eat one (the-c never consulted marl
tied keep the other--ft will keep
ad Rheum or indelluitety without
epoiling---and they further agreed
that should tete!: ever hare a ftertnaz
eitient them' would feed him a eery
Witte of the limburger sandwich !until
lhot used to the -fright" diet,
Yesterday when the nurse brought
Me a glass of milk en a trey and tad
turned on the tight I discovered a
crumb of real bread on the tray.
the num.'s head was tnrneed
grabbed the crumb and hid It. When
she had gone I ate hail of it and
saved the other half until the next
day. I was afraid to eat too much,
as I was still on the "light" diet.
What a comfort this experience will
he to me in my travels. It will make
a railroad lunch counter appear like
Delmotrico end the cheapest hotel
like a Waldorl-Astoria.
While this hospital is not &deer-
titled as a summer resort, yet it seems
to be tilled up with some of the very
best people, and they get aloes so
nicely tegethere All hail the lamed-
tat!
Riverside Hospital. What a beauti-
ful name, and beautiful place, sit-
uated on the banks of the Ohio in
view of some of the grandest of
craeft.
What poet could not find inapira-
The Jewelry of a king.
Siam boo a king. feels traveling
is Europe. He has many name,.
Every oese of than its verl tong. This
+idea is net ft eterectlan. Otkerwlime
es, would haves 11114 to be baptised
the Itemiser and the length ea the
rennet waned then have reqnired him
o be Mottled at intervals.
The mane under Which—and It is
long enough for him to he under ft-
he is traveling In Enreme is Chula
longhorn. /Trifler that long name he
hoe bought e3,0011,Con worth of dia-
mond.: and gdld and silverware in
London, in Paris sad In -other cities
'Two of the gold serve-es among his
collection rout ISO0,000 each. Ile Is
exhibiting his treasures in Berlin,
where the kaiser has caused hire to
be lodged in a palace Lirge enough
for him to place his purchases on
A ROOM NAAKING" ALE
Bargains. to Clear Decks for Incoming Autumn doods
t rr j 0 hi e .11 r
FOR the next two weeks Mr. -and Mrs. Harbour will-be searching New York City far the-finishing touches_ of
this store's great fall stocks. Selling orders for these two weeks are to give bargains, ,here, there and all over
the big store to clear shelves, counters and tables for incoming autumn goods. The prices all lean your-way now.
We are convereing summer merchandise into cash. You gain in every sense. We invite you to investigate,




$5.00 TO $15.00 EA(H.
Showing Women's new fall 'style
Tailored Suits at $16.91,1 to $36seacit
Closing out broken lots of wanted
'Mynah Skirts to make hroom at cost
prieses as follows:
One reek $4.00 Skirts at $2.75.
One rack $5.04) io $5.5'0 Sktrts at
One rack $6.00 to $7.0.0 Skirts at
$4.90.
A ROOM MAKING WAIST SALE.
hot 75.a White Waists, while they
last. 49e. .
• Lot $1.25 to $1.60 White Wallas
'Nieto the‘y last at 95e each.
Lot $2.04) White Waists gt $1.50.
Lot $3.25 and $3.543 White China
Silk Waists at $2.75.•
New BlahrSateen Petticoats at $1
and 015-9 each.
New Heatherbloem Petticoats at
$1.50, $2.00, $2.25 and $2.75.
New Bleck and Colored Silk Petti-
coats at $5.50 and $6.00.
All remaining Wash Skirts and
Wash Suits at special clear out prices.
SHOWING NEW DRESS GOODS
, AS FOLLOWS:
. At 24c, 34r, 49e, 74c, 6Jc and 99e
this week clearing out broken assort-
ment of Dress Geode at 12c, 23c,
e5e., 50c, 58cs 65c and 79e, muesli ot
It. worth a third more to double.
Closing out short lengths of Drees
floods seitable for Shires land echool
Uresees away under regular prices.
STILL SHOWING SILKS AT BAR-
• GAIN PRICES. •
1.25 yard -wide Taffetas ni Meek,
navy, niter- and garnet at 96e a yard. _
China Silks all at bargain prices.
HOSIKIIV AND UNDERWEAR
BMIGAINS.
Assorted styles on displhy ith
bargain prices attached. Come Ind
look them over.
Sc Lawns while they last 3 lee
Sc andiliC Delmer% and Lawns at
Sc.
15e Wash Stuffs at 74c,
'Worrien's long White Silk Glove. •
at half prices 51e and 75e a pair
verth $1.4141 and $1.50.
Women's Long BlackeLiele Glovess-
at t5c and 60c. i
ettestilg tort all Leather Purses for
worhen at bargein prices.
Wofsen's side and bac*
Combs at cut prices.
Selling a big bunch of Belts at
half price.
Showing Laces, Embroideries and
Lace All-Over at bargalu
Showing Muslin Underwear at
erfees below the cost of the materials
in the garments when based on pres-
ent mites. .
Ariel Men, bargain Inducements
here, there,`eyerywhere.
50c Under Shirts and Drawers 19c
Nimbler-lean at rat prices.
Sample .Fur Hats at bargain °rites
Men's 54ihe Megligee Shirts at n,r.
Men% '65c N'egligee Shirts at 46c
ldeti's *1.00- Stegligee Shirts at glic.
Men's Stilts sacrificed; $1.50, .15,
$6,25, $S.50, VW,. $12.50 and ‘1.5
worth up ko 120.51e1 
Metes new Fall Suits are pouring
in. They are being priced at prices
to make It to every inau's interest to
buy here.
The greatest sale of Children's
Misses', Women's, Men's and Boys'
Shoes and Oxfords on reeord.
Clerteleg out of Oxfords and Slip-
Ors at the lowest prices in Paducah.
Harbour's Department Store ,
Misses' and Children's White Ox-
fords, all sizes, at 50e a pair.
Misses' anti Children's Kid ()creels,
all nieces. at :lee a pair.
Others at 75e, $1.00 and $1
pair worth 51.50.
Worsen's White Canvas Oxfords at
7ec. 11.00, $1.25 and some at $1 fse
reduced from $2.50.
Woren's Kid and Patent Oxfords
reduced to 75e. $1.041, $1.15, $ 1
$ 1 50, $1.75, :$2, $250 and $e,
reduced from $3.54) and. $1.0.0,
Men's Kid and Patent Oxfords rt.
dotted to $1.50, $2e30, $2.25. $_
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1 2920 17 3903
2 es95 IX 3906_
2 3895 19 3914
5 3t06 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
13 3918 29 3905
15 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101,923
July average  3,920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
anrms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Ju'y, 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
▪ My commission expires January
, Deily Thought.
"The true man fears the power of
sin more than its punishment."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorisvilie.
For Lieutenant Governor--W. H.
Ooz. of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James. of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structleer—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals--
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George 0. Mc-
Broom. - e
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney ....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City, Clerk George Lebnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oetaschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamban, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al B.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter: Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Ellett ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First ward, W. U.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
.1. H. Garrison; 'Fourth ward,
Dr. C. Ca Warner and C. ft, Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris. ,
About the onarTnessages tne tete-
_graph officials seem to-be able to get
over, the wires, are interviews with
themselves, declaring that they are
-having no difficulty in their offices,
et all.
 o -
"Love latighla at locksmiths"; but
contempt of court is another matter.
eo 
A Kansas lawyer sent a check for
costs to the supreme court clerk and
said that since four judges were
against him and three for him, elee
concluded two pairs beat three of a
kind. Some times in a jury case, too,
a lawyer draws injudiciously.
THE CASE OF THF:0 PETERS.
If Theobuld Peters—, restaurant
keeper at 1040 Broielway, is guilty
of keeping a "blind tiger,'" he got
off more lightly, than if he had been
granted a license. Had this not been
refused by the general pouncil on
complaint a year ago, he would have
paid into the city $225 by this time,
while the actual cost has been $33.
That's cheap enough. The licensee
were refused at Eleventh street and
Broadway because High' school girls
are compelled to pass that point, and
it was complained that loafers con-
gregated there. -Peters was fined $50
in each of two cases in the police
court and was granted an appeal.
Two days afterward, the order was
changed, amending the judgment to
disnilseal in one case and $30 fine In
the other,
To maks. this artiondment it was
necessary to ttirii back to the place
on the 'docket sod casual teepee-don
of the docket from day to day, as It
advanced, would not disclbse this
fart. If 'Peters was *nifty, the limit
penalty should have beeu aeowed to
stand. There can be no mitigating
circumstances in a case,of selling li-
quor without a license. A man en-
gaged in that nefarious traffic .s
entiaed to just as much warning as a
pirate or a eniuggler. We can not
understand, why, after conviction In
one case, the entry should have been
changed to an order of dismissal. We
can scarcely conceive of a court,
changing his mind, and deciding that
he a as wrong when he found the de-
fendant guilty in the first instance.
Some times a line is lessened under
promise of good behavior on the part
of a man, guilty of a misdemeanor,
attributable to his moral weakness
rather than vicious propensities; but
we would hesitate to apply such mild
persuasion to a fellow Who would
sell liquor without a license. Not
only do all our moral sensibilities re-
volt at such practice, but It Is In-
justice to saloon keepers who pay full
license and obey the laws.
No more can we believe the court,
after passing sentence, would altar It
or reduce the penalty without notice
to the city attorney. We know Judge
Reed dues not exercise such preroga-
tive without consulting the common-
wealth's or county's attorney, for
they are public officers, charged with
the people's interests. That the at-
torney for the defendant should be
kept in ignorance of the proceedings
is passing strange.
If Theobold Peters has been selling
liquor without a license, the city of-
ficers should proceed to put an end
to the business. If he is not guilty, he
has been the victim of grave injus-
tice, even in the assessment of et,
small a fine as $30.
The Louisville Hertad observes,
that howevermuch' the Barth aa-
ministration was Interested in the
purchase of horses, Mayor Bingham
Is now in the saddle. They might be
able to and Colonel Wattersou's dark
hoise in the municipal stables.
0 
RARE RICHARD MANSFIELD.
Should Richard. Manalleld never re-
turn to the stage the public would
lose an artist. whose place In the
drama could not be filled by anyone,
mended extraordinary attention to
detail, to the accessorial part of the
production, to the subtleties of the
art. A man of commanding physique,
voice and presence could never reach
the position attained by- Mr. Mans-
field; for his physical charms would
outweigh in the public estimation his
graces of intellect and accomplish-
ment, and box office considerations
would dictate a policy of keeping to
the front those attributes that the
public like and is willing to pay to
enjoy.
While Mansfield has conscientious-
ly produced something new and
characteristic every year of his star-
ring career, he might have played an
annual round of Beau Brummel, Pa-
ris:on Romance, King Richard III.
and Prince Karl. No other player on
the stage today has created charac-
ters that live as these do in the pub-
lic estimation.
The stage can ill afford to lose so
great an artist. so extravagant a pro-
ducer. His idlosyncracies are his own,
and nobody's business, except, per-
haps, his press agent's, but the artist
belongs to us. May the vain,. artifi-
cial strutting, self-sacrificing, ridicu-
lous, lovable Beau come back to us.
Mansfield has more temperament in
his little finger, than the rest of them
can aggregate in their whole beings.
We have schools of oratory, theo-
logical seminarles and chairs of phi-
losophy. Why can't we eetataiiii
schools for congregations, where we
may be taught the art of Introspec-
tion? It Would add 99 per cent to thei•s1iireillisewatellalleweggewseawa
value of ethical lectures. A veva
talks to us about the Pharisee
our mental eoncept is an ancient Jew I 0
standing in a public place with arms *
outspread, garbed in his gabardine.
We listen to lectures on social unrest,
itiel instantly our thoughts revert to
thie,e wonderful people, - who work
with their two hands and their heads,
diatuss socialism and sometimes go
on strikes. We grope through life,
searching for a pearl of great price,
while deep hidden under the con-
scionaness of ever-so-man, there nee-
ties the eternal truth. But few ever
find it, because few ever look for
it there. 0, we human oysters!
born" peepla,thaaeleaate -the
!hi, purpose of 'erCcting a Temple ot
Leber in Paducah. several hundred
dollars were realized far this Pur-
pose.
Who possess the wealth of tile
country? On paper the vaine of 'peat
single interests overisheim us, and
we are inclined to judge our own lot
by comparison with values that are
in many cases beyond all reason.
Daring the year front May, 1906. to
May, 1907, the Typographical union
expended In round numbers, $1.600,1
4100 in the strike, which is not yet
settled. No printer is worth so
much, yet none of those contributing
to the vast /und, has suffered serious
inconvenience merely on that ac-
count. The real wealth of the country
is distributed among the masses.
Wages are high, because the country
is prosperous, and unionism is at the
height of its power and influence, be-
cause there is a demand for labor.
and conditioge justify ten wages.
The true teat' of such amalgamations
of independent units comes when
times are hard, and the demand for
labor slackens and the element of
competition for life itself enters into
the problem of the laborer. Union
men had better vote for the perpetu-
ation of conditions that have aided
their cause, and pay no attention to
this talk about reducing prices of
commodities; for when those prices
slump, production will slump and la-
bor will go tumbling after produc-
tion. The results of state elections
this fall, may have a distinct bearing
on the national results a year hence.
DIVISION „OF GOVERNMENT.
The daclaietion of Acting Secre-
tary of Agriculture W. M. Hays, that
e co-operalion of state and local
laws is needed 01 the inspection of
meat products, indicates that, while
there are broad questions or national
importance growing out of our com-
plete Interstate dealings, with which
states can not. deal effectively, there
are also matters with which the na-
tional laws are failing to cope. Great
pacieng houses doing an interstate
business may be regulated by govern-
mental supervision, but the local ab-
atroire and the small concerns, do-
ing a strictly state business, are be-now known to fame. Mr. Mansfield
was gifted with no physical charms, neeth the-pet-lee of the nati°14- It"
they may continue selling productsbut possesses defects that would
iceeer-a 
sanitary laws of the nation. Thus weorder of mediocrity. These seemed
see our dual form of government isto make him work the harder, de-
th Least threatened b • as-not n e
tional .nterferetee Those matters
that affect the whop nation are very
properly controare by the nations;
legislation, and those matters af-
fecting each (oemmunitv separately,
properly conic under local control.
This is a aeration sense view o$ the
question, but the constitution hes
been very ably construed. Courts
since the days of Marshal! and Story
have had due -regard to the rights ot
states, and generally limit them-
selves to- the application of the legal
questions involved in the controversy
at bar. "Back to the constitution" is
an empty cry, because for more than
a century we have been going back
to the constitution and getting our
national head bumped 'against it•ev-
ery time we have contravened Its pro-
visions. There is only eine Interpret-
er of the constitution, and that Is the
supreme court of the rutted States:
and the election of a president and
congress on a platform of "Bach to
the constitution" would scarcely af-
fect the conditions, ugless the presi-
dent and congress sbonal undertake
to interpret the constitution for them-
selves.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every done makes you feelbetter. Las- Pot
keeps your whole insides right Said on the
money-haek plea everywuere. Frtee be cents.
- Any woman who knows anything
about men nevere asks one tf her hat
cei- eraight.
JOSEPH JOACHIM.
Joseph Joachim, the great violinist
who died this week at Berlin; came
of German ancestry, and was born in
1831 at Kittsee, in Hungary. At 8
years "the genius boy", as one of the
Budapest criticii called hams made his
debut. In 1839 he went to Vienna,
where he became a pupil of „Joseph
Boehm. At 12 Joseph Joachim was
a full fret/Aged artist. He was taken to
Iseipslc, and Mende:m(0bn was so en-
chanted that he offered to superin-
tend the child's further education.
He became a second father to the
boy, and early in 1844 sent him to
London with a letter of tntroduction
to Moschetesa His London debut was
made in the Drury 'sane theater the
same year. Prom 11868 Joachim made
'his borne in Berlin, where he founded children s suits. One-
the famous quartet bearing his fourth off on children's •
name. wash suits. One-fourth
•
One of the neatest. special editions
ever published in Paducah is that Qt
the Journal of Labor, which made'
its appearance today. • It -.CelltAlnll
numerous cula of berapati, Mann-
fiat-luring enterprises, prominent,
men of Paducah, and views of thel
city. The edition is railed the "Labor
Temple Edition," and part of thp
proceeds will go toward a fund for
HAT do you
think of this•
i sale— One-Third Off• on all two piece and
i three piece suits? _
1
 Just notice you r
friends who have
. taken advantage of
I the sale and see the
L good bargains they
I got, or, what is* bet-ter, ,:ome and let us
1
show the good ones
we still have for you.
One-third off on all sum'
• mer suite, with no excep-
tion,. One-third off on
off on odd trousers.
& isI1,1, 1 crash and a scream', reit round a
41 OADWAV : (orner and .solvad the tflyslera. He
found a young and pretty girl clad in400111113161111NA. ND BON'S a thin nightdress which had suffered
rimumweriimipoivuualmos 4  severely when the wheel she was rid-- lag struck a brick. Theritif was des-
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE. I
3,teetaacielataas e aetaka!
Bible Truths. .
The inconsistency of professing to
believe the Bible to be the standard
of truth, yet disbelieving parts of it.
Such belief of the Bible and general
unbelief of it is unreasonable,
Many Bible truths, are rejected be-
cause they cut across customs and su-
premely loved things of the naturally
perverted mind, and pride. Ely such
example is denial of professed belief,
and unbelievers are strengthened in
unbelief.
Examples of inconsistency: On.
man rejects the plain account of cry-
atiott: another man accepts it, be*
disbelieves as plain an account of mi-
racles. Both accounts convey e
meaning of literalness as clearly tes
our every day words of common in-
tercourse. Much more than they
think, men have lost the true know:
edge of God, and vainly imagining a
Measure and limit the power of e
they invert figures and aiiegoe.
where there are none, and a multi-
tude of differences arise.
Any man taking license to doubt
and reject some plain Bible statemere
thereby gives liberty to every Ma n
to reject any plain Bible se
Such practise makes the who..
void and makes every man hiu •
the standard of authority, virtue..
exalting himself above God. By tin
ecannton knowledge that man is fat
lible every one can readily see hoe
inconeistency can but result in col.
fusion, or Babylon instead of a
knowledge oa the truth.
The infidel too Is Inconsisteut anti
quite unreasonable. The Infidel is an
unbeliever of the religion of the B;
late dohbtIng that the Bible is the
thought of God. There is a true,
satisfying way of overcoming he
doubts, a sober consideration )
which will reveal his sincerity. W
out a question be knows that ;-
fruit tree is not a work of man. 1-k
sees in it a wisdom, power and bean
ty that Is not of man. Its fruit I.
pleasing to the eye anti taste, ane
food to body and mied, all of we.,
peeving. the creator ofettte. tree as .a'
being of pure love, goodness and wia-;
dent, ea_leseeeart that tho hontallta 
the -tree are for beings besides the
creator. The nature of its creator is
unselfish.
Compare the foregoing, facts ot
our outer senses, to the Bible account
of tae creation of vegetation, Gen. 1:
11, 12, 29, 30, and reflect upon the
harmony of both. Also consider that
in the creation of vegetation before
the creatioa of the movigg creature
I. shown that provision for the mov-
ing creatures oagratification and sus-
tenance that manifest jest that love,
goodness and Wisdom that Is
In every way fitting to the
God of the Bible. To create
the moving creature, or any other
creature without providing for Its
happy continuance would depict a
creator of an opposite nature, unsat-
isfying to the creature. Consider also
Acts 14:17.
This Lo evident harmony between
the works and word of God Is a key
of inestimable worth for overcoming
unbelief of the Bible.
, 14. C. BALSBAUGH.
STORM TRAPS MOUNTAIN PARTY
Special Cog Train Iteecuee Tourists
Caught in Bliasard.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 17—
A party of 41 tourists stopping at
Maniton who left the Jones and M-
ennen statiep on burros.. for the top
of Pike's peak at 5 o'clock yesterday
afternoon were caught in a blinding
blizzard at Mandy point, on the trail
up the peak, and it was necessary to
send up a special cog road train at 7
o'clock this morning to return the
members from the summit. The train
brought down 3.6 of the party, the
other five having recuperated suffi-
ciently to make their way down on
burros. None of the party was seri-
ous'y injured.
The blizzard raged for 45 mina-flee,
and when it ceased the side of the
mountain and trail were covered with
mum. The women of the party-had
become thoroughly chilled, and many
of them had to be lifted into the sad-
dles of the burros and strapped and
tied on to prevena them from falling
off.
Finally about midnight, five hours,
after the blizzard struck Windy pointa
the party reached the Summit house,'
more dead than alive. They found the
doors of the place locked.
,The party was compelled to seek
shelter during the night on different
sides of the building.
When daylight came the men
found tools with whiCh they forced
an entrance to the Summit house and
telephoned the cog road depot aa
Manitou.
RIDES WHEEL LIKE GOld V 4
AND AWAKES WITH RCMP,
Fort Dodge, Ia., Aug. 17,—The
ghostlike apparition of a girl astride
a bicycle flitting about the streets af-
ter midnight Will not startle residents
in the east end any longer. Fair weeks
pedestrians abroad late at nigat have
been scared. ,
Clad in a flowing. white garment,
with hair streaming behind her and
-the gas lamps revealing bare feet
and ankles, the ghost rider had ex-
cited a good deal Of interest as well
an fright. Several attampta made to
follow the rider had failed because
the bieycle always disappeared.
Tonight's policeman, attracted by
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an bpportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358





lived. He escorted her home and crime until he was caught in the act
started her father, a well known New Jersey Aspiemblyn .at Resents. Re- of comaiiitiast one.
mark About Conviv I Habits. Police investigation and his own
confession established the fact that
he is guilty on the entire 56 count*.
Taken by counts, the pengity would
have been forty-four years in the pen-
itentiary, but there is a provisieu in
the laws here limiting sentence for
math crimes to thirty years.
merchant, who thought his daughtei
was safe In bed.
The girl said she had no recollec-
tion of her night rides. She had been
flitting about the streets on here
wheel and in her night dress asleep.
FOUR INJURED; ONE DEAD I
As Itesult of Wreck of Paesengew
Train on Burlington.
Kansas City, Mo , Aug. 17.—At
Weston, Mo., near here early today
one person was killed and four others
seriously injured in the wreck of Bar-
Huston passenger train No. 20, south
bound.
Dead: Louis N .Williams, travel-
ing salesman, Kansas City.
Injured: Engineer Marshall. leg
and ankle broken: William Lewis.
n.ail clerk, severe body bruises:, Mrs.
S. F. Chilfett, Halleck, S D., ankle
broken; M. Supnik, Chicago, side
bruised_
The entire train with the exception
o!" the diner was derailed, and the
track was torn up for a distance of
250 feet.
BABE IN SHOCK OF OATS.
Farmhand Finds Delirious Mother
Wandering Near Decatur, Ill.
Decatur, Ill., Aug. 17.—Fred Hene!
son, a farmhand working a short dis-
tance north of Marna, Wednesday
afternoon found an infant in a shock
of oats. The child was taken to a
farmhouse. The young mother was
found wandering about the fields In
a deill'ous condition.
Harvester Suit Ready.
Washington, Aug. 17 --Stilt Is to
be instituted -by the government
egainst the International Hareester
company for alleged violation of the
Sherman anti-trust act, .The papers
the proposed action are being
drawn at the department of justice
and the indications are that the com-
pany will be haled into rourt in the
Immediate future. It is likely the
oceedings will be begun in Chicago.
The evidence that the company bas
violated the anti-trust law is asserted
to be conclusive.
SOUND L4)(11C.
August and September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition that makes
fpr good, or bad health. The system
Is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer months and the
different organs need but very litt;e
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal ill
ness.
Good health is assured however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders—mil-
iaria, general worn-out, and run-
down, condltions,billousness, stomach
and bowel disorders of all kinds,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic treatment_ ead have no
attending 111 effects. Usually you are
as ill from the customary medical
'prescriptions as from the illness, but,
in Osteopathy you experience none of
this. Tot me tell you at any time of
the greaLeuccessi I am having with
th treatment in Padunah. I shall re-
fer you to people yau Wee, well for
tbe .evlitenee, and who will tell you
just what It has done for4Useni.
DR. G. G. FROAGE,
516 Broadway, Upstairs. PholtS7101.
New York, Aug. 17.—Assembly-
man-Edward H. Wright, Jr., has be-I
gun a suit against United States
Senator Janice Smith, Jr., to recover
punitive damages in the sum of
$100.009 for alleged slander. Both
live in Newark.
It is charged 'that the remarks up-
on which the proceeding., are taken I
were made by the former senator at
a public reception held by Governor'
E. C. Stokes of New Jersey on the
porch of the governor's cottage in Be.
Girt, on August 2 last. According to
the declaration the conversation was
between Governor Stokes and Sena-
for Smith in the presence of others.
Specific words on which the salt
ter slander is based are quoted in the
declaration as follows: "tt kept
Charlie Bell, the wine agent, busy
keeping Wright supplied with wine
and women."
Loin Angeles Honors Birthday.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 17 --The
anniversary of the founding of the
city by Spanish padres 126 years ago
was celebrated today under the au-
spices of the Society Darrena de Los
Angeles. Gen. Jose Aguilar, who
commanded the Spanish forces at
Pueblo and surrendered to Freemont,
was in charge of the exercises. To-
night a celebration, reviving all the
tad Spanish custom, of the city will
be held
1.11) OF IN YEARS HAS
Itlis:CORD OF 32 BURGIARIES.
Marida, Yucatan, Mex., Aug. 17.—
Galan° Alonso, a Spaniard, only 18
years old, was sentenced today by the
third criminal judge to thirty years'
imprisonment on the atiarge at cone
milting thirty-two burglaries and
twenty-fonr minor offenses, includ-
ing picking-pockets and petit larceny
Alonso Is said to have received his
instructions IneMadrid. He has been
here only a short time, but his ac-
tivity was so great and so skillful
Paper Mill Merger Assistred.
Appleton, Wis.. Aug. 17.—Theabig
paper mill merger is all hut complet-
ed and at a meeting to be held here
today it is probable that the deal will
be closed. It. is stated here that a
Lumber of conferences between Paper
mill men were held here late last
night, and that John G. Haurahan
and a number of eastern money men
wil be here to close the deal. The
new organization may be capitalized
It $30.090a)00.
NO EARLY DE3.711410\ IN
MAGILL CASE, SAYS JUDGE,
Decatur. III., Aug "l7.—Judge
Cochran, who presided at the prelim-
inary hearing of the Magills in Clin-
ton, was here Thursday. He has re-
ceived affidavits and counter affidav-
its on the motion for a change of
venue, but has rendered no decision,
and says that he will not do so until
after he has studied the affidavits
and given them careful consideration.
s
Alabama Is Enjoined,
Montgomery, Ala.; Aug. I7.—The
attorneys for the Louisville & Nage-
villa Railroad company have bad
served upon the solicitors and sher-
iffs in every county in Alabama no-
tice that, by order of the United
States court at Montgomery, they are
restrained from prosecuting or mak-
ing arrests of any one who, in the
employ of the railroad company, fails
to observe the acts of the Alabama
liTeslatitre, whl.h fixes rates on 1111
commodities of freight and the pale
!tenger fares at 2% cents a mile.
rile Ran ergot ride. for requite.
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be
at Our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1,- A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in tb be rewound
after that date.
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Tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock at
League park one ej the best ball
games of the season will be played by
the "Coleys" and the "Pearls." The
"Pearls" have won two out of three
games from the "Centrals" and are
playing the "Culleys" to decide the
championship of Padutrah. Both are
strong amateur teams, and a hare
flght will be _Offered by both teem
The "Culleys" have not been defeat- For Viellor.
ed on home grounds this season and In honor or her guest. Miss Vietoria
all art strong players, while the
"Pearls" are in fine trim and promeree
their backers to mow down every-
thing in their path. The "Culieya''
PEOPLE
4 AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Supper at nark.
Complimentary to their guests
Misses Lena and Easie Douthit, of
Mayfield, the Misses Beyer entertain-
ed with a picnic supper at Wallace
park. After supper the party enjoy-
ed boat riding and attended .the 'con-
vert at Casino. In the party were:
Misses Lena and Estee Douthit, Car-
rie, Lorena and tellian Beyer, Ethel
and Flora Seamen, and Clara Therpe,
of Maytield, and Messrs. John Dono-
van, Robert Fitzpatrick, James Shel-
ton, J. Maze and Monte Atkins.
Wet-I-melon Supper.
Complimentary to Misses Mettle
Schupp and Nettle Hemmeier, of Lou-
isville, Mrs. James T. Leake, of Sohth
eixth street, edtertained last night
veth, a watermelon supper. After
i he supper the guests had a seed sew-
it.g contest and the guests sewing the
largest number of seeds on a thread
were given prizes. The ones win-
ning were: First prize, Mrs. Harry
Fieher; second prize, Mrs. Peter Pur-
year, and third prize, eirs. Henry
Hounneler. A delightful evening was
spent by the following guests: Mes-
dames and Messrs. Harry L. Fisher,
Peter Puryear, Charles Fisher and J.
Dumant, and Mesdames Henry Hern-
melee J. Will Fisher, and Misses Net-
tle Heinmeler. Mettle Schupp, Flora
Pettit, Sadie Paxton, Lula Fisher,
Gertrude Fisher and Mr. Jamie Pax-
ton.
and Harbour;  ,tea'•, Baroett andof Metropolis, was arrestt•ti here and
a---For Dr. Pendley ring 416,
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
office 175. ,
--Dr. °Ebert, osteopath. 40O'4
Broadway. Phone 196.
- City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
;144Jerii attuipeil must notify our _ CUL
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun Witte.. No attention wili
De paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
- Voris will resume his prac-
tice Monday moretpg at his • usual
hours. are open for genies with any team in
• --Lee MOChester, colored, charged the 20 year old class. Batteries for
the teams will be: elaearis", Dunbarwith stealing a bicycle from I( Fidell
Bondurant. of Hickman. Miss Rundle
Young entertained with a upper at
Wallace. park lest night. After sup-
per was served the guests found
amusement In many games, and spent
a delightful evening before returning
to the eity In the party were:
Misses Marlon 'Williamson, Roselle
turned over to the Illinois offieers in B:nek' Young, Victoria , Bondurant, Carrie
police coutt. 
The Independents and the Metrop-
layton. Isabelle GriMth, Ethel Smith,
--We give you better caerlage and Grace Payne and Messrs. William
- 
d ,deito"siddededhyde.464dedaeldfo. lielitee pie:LAIL It_ oeecerstikeeeedee ee, -44, 410th one beeitcert Hoerr
VottgaiTiddadldiurdLegeay, Vrey Grit-
de-heretes 4.1sL1n Xpluig Ana field ruid_ ilteggeyee, Kt
Miss Stella Strong chaperoned the Miss Carrye and Mary Austin and
party. . Magdalene Yates of Waverly, Ky.,
will arrive Monday to visit Miss
Mr. L. C. Sanderson. of San Fran-, Mary Ems, and Mr. 
Herman Boll.
cisco. is in the re% visiting relatives. Miss Minnie 
Upshaw. of Hartsford
Mr. Sanderson will remain until Sep- Tenn., is the guest of her sister. Mrs.
tember I. Carl L. Faust, at Cochran apart-




occasions on short Duthie; also ele- 
-rrringnn--Ar--mtirerrkmg.
gapt livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co- 
The Padteeh Centrals play the
-Kodak from $1 to--- $25. some_ Metropolis Grays 
at Metropolis See-
thing new in the line and all nece.- daY evening' °nine" 
and
 Jenkins
teary supplies that make kodaking 
wil be In the potties for the Centrals.
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
----W. S. Parker, a farmer of Cee.11, ' ARE Itt•Ela SHOCKED BY BRIBE.
was arrested by Patrolmen Hill and
Rogers at Seventh and Trimble Former Supervisor Lonerigin Tells
eereets, for flouriphing a revolver. aad How Frisco Hoes Scored Him.
his case was continued in the police -•' . --
court until Monday. San Francisco. Aug. 17.
-The
--Farley & fisher, veterluarlana, cross-examination of former Supervi-
427 S. Third, Old phone 1345; new sor Thomas F. Lonergan by Delpien
phone 351. W. Denims occupied the major part
es of the morning session In the trial ot---A new style of earnetery vas
for cue flowers at Brunson' 529 lentle Glass for 
bribery. Ile told how
Broadway. Abe Rust had 
reprinted him for tak-
-Dave The Sun malted to you or 
tog a $600 bribe from G. M. Roy ad
any of your friends griag away for a 
skating rink ordinance.
the summer. The address will ee 
' "I admitted it,'.' said Lonergan.
changed as olein as desired, and the
rate Is only 25c a morth.
-For the best end cheapest livery
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope-
land's stable, 419 Jefferson streeL
-The firm bt liendrick, Miller &
Marble, attorneys, has been dissolved
Judge Hendrick will devote his time
to the state campaign, and Mr. Miller
and his son. John Miller, Jr.. will en-
ter partnerslrip. eaJudge Marble and
Mr. Miller are occupying the. same
offices.
-Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft • shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
-Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
--Place your orders rqr weddl'd
invitatioes at home. The 'Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will and anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay eleewbere.
-a-Perpetual green lawn grass seed




E. H. Harriman. Out West, Ezpreemen
His Ambilion.
-Reno, Nev., Aug.117.- "All the
railroads in the country should be
mine if I could get control of them."
said Edward H. Harriman, to a re-
porter for the State Journal, on his
arrival at Sparks, Nevada, the divis-
ion terminal, yesterday, In the course
of an interview during which he dis-
eltaarat his-work and ambitions. '
"I have been quoted seriously for
the expression which I made jocu-
larly to the effect that I would man-
age the railroads for the federal gov-
ernment, and that I would turn my
moldings over to the United States for
4I fair compensation and act as the
rovernmenter eonitielesidner. But I
ease misunderstOod, for the time bas
not eorue for federal ownership. Per-
with all the lines in me pos-
sc-salon I would be better suited."
Woodville le Soaked.
Woodville, Aug. 17.--(deeelal) -
Woodville was blessed with a .good
rain this afternoon that wonderfully
refreshed crops and veget84lon. Crops
Were not ettftering, but the rain was
*termite nevertheless. Reports from
over the county ere eettt the shower
was general, but Woodville had a
heavy rain.
The Cite horse of Mr. Waiter Eity-
1. el. V ura, route carrier on route.
id; 410 log Widget hendt Mae
•',tent. Thetehonse was all right
n locked in the stable ited was
-s fiottel mei' tee: reo-ning, It la
I. aolleed • le• I..- its leg In
III'.- sta.l.
"Ruef said: 'My God, Tom,- you
Mrs. P. M. Allen, of Arcadia. has
should not, have done that. It nuty be
ail right. but I don't like a. For heav-
returned home from a sojourn at
Olson Springs.
en's sake don't do it again.'
Mrs. H. A. Amyett and Miss Lil-
lian Amyett, of Memphis, will return
to their home tomorrow after a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Amyett, 612
Adams street. .
efass Clara ThorPe will return to
Teeing a Flyer, her home in Mayfield this evening, at-
The eecretary of an eastern eom- Or vieitieg Miss Joe Miller, 41.6
pany that some time ago was anxious South Sixth titreet.
to purchase a silver-lead mine in the Mr. J. T. Land is ill at his home
northwest tells of an amusing inci- on North Fifth 'street.
dent in the negotiations-for its put- Attorney D. H. Hughes is in Mor-
these. ganfield visiting his family who are
As the ore assayed well and every- spending the summer there.
thing looked propitious. a mining ex- Judge W. A. Berry is in Maysville
pert was rent to examine the mine, on legal lameness.
His report was favorable, tog favor- Miss Lora Sullivan has returned
able, in fact, and aroused.: theesespi- home after a visit to friends in Co-
dons of the would-be purchasers; so lumbus. Ga., and Birmingham, Ala.
It was determined to investigate Mr. A. E. Boyd left this afternoon
more closely. for eleiber to spend Sunday with his
At this point a welt-known mining mother, Mrs.. V. E. Boyd.
man of Butte recommended that a Mr. Burnett Nichols. of Odgen's
certain rough-and-ready- genius Landing, who has been ill of typhoid
should be sent to look at the Mane. fever, is rapidly recovering and was
"You tern depend upon his judgment," able to sit up for a short time today.
the allbing man said. "You can truste-e-Mrs. T. E. Hughes, of Woodville,
to his report, whelk, in all probability is reported improved today. Sbe is
elli be brief and vereellTtich to the ill of typhoid fever.
point." • Mrs. Ben Dance, of Woodville, is
The advice was followed. As pre- convalescent front her recent attack
dieted, the report was steel and pithy of typhoid feyer.
It read substantially as follows: Miss Leta Wyman and Miss Ruby
"Gents: I have made an examVelooper, of LOIVP8, will be guests of
nation of the X-mine, and report that Dr. and Mrs. I. C. Young at Lone
the ore is there as represented; that Dalt tomorrow.
it essays high; that it is there in Misses Grace and Hattie Fox, of
plenty; but to get your supplies in Bowling Green. are guests of Mrs
and yOur ore out, you will need a Frank Hogwood, 12e6 South Eighth
pack, train of bald eagles."--Harper's iereet.
Weekly. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rudy have re-
turned from Waukesha and other
After being given away at the al- tierthern cities.
tar, many a bride •discollers that she Mr. Lai Threlkel came in today
hat been sold. front Smithlapd.
Mr. Narhart• Kahn has gone to Dix-
Few men drinksto think - but most on Springs foe aáojourn.
at them think to drink. Mrs. John Waynick and children,
=
"He seemed to be a good bit wor-
ried, and sciava.s I. I knew I had com-




Mtss Ddmonia Elder will return to
bed home in Quincy, Ill., this even-
ing afterevisiting Miss Eudore Farley,
117 Farley place.
Mr. E. D. Rodman, agent for the
Northwestern Mutlial Life insurance
company, is in the city on a business
trip.
Mho. Anna Stevenson will leave for
her home in Louisville tomorrow af-
ter vngting friends in the city.
Mrs. S. B. Wickliffe. of
was the guest of Mrs. Joe A. Miller,
416 South Sixth street. today.
THEREVERSE WITH HIM.
The Big One: '"Yee, my foot's tied or. I've got a lift', corn.*
The Lttl. Onei "Gosh! That's just what looking for.-
PA(.-R MI/ •
day for Chicago and other cities in'
Mr, Thomas Lydoni will leave Sun-el IN THE COURTS
the east on a business trip.
Master Terrell. Wyatt, of laolsom-10%1ribi"id******41.
dale, is-visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harve iii I "tot it , Ctlart
Bradley, 236 Clements street, Drunk -B. teller, $1.
Mrs. Sallie M. Gardner has re- ,Flourishisg pistol--W. S. Park,
turned from a sojourn at Cerulean August 19. , . . 1
Springs, and is spending severe': Breach of peace--Rose- Thomas,
week with her son, Mr. Armour dismissed; R. V. Scruggs, $21); Clara
Gardner, of Fountain avenue. Whittis, $20; John Way nick, $10;
Mr. W. H. Cain has returned to Arthur Norvell, dismissed.
Dardwell after visiting Messrs. Rob-) - Cruelty to annualie--ira Anderson
inson and Andy Cain.•
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Verb; and lit-
tie daughter will return tonight front
Petoskey and Bay View, Mich.
CleSes Edward, $10.
Dieorderly-Will Scott and Toni
Martini, $10; Sam Orr, Site
Grand larceny-Lin MeChester
.Mr  Jack O'Connor left last - nigh! sent to Metropolis.
for Stidelia, Mo., where he has ac- Petit larceny-Fred Watkins, held
cepted a Posltiod• under bond of $100.
Mr. Henry A. Petter rearmed ye's- Obtaining money false pretense
terday front Dixon Springs. III. Will Harris, August 19.
Mr. A. J. Decker and Miss Helen
Decker returned today from St.. Citeuit Court. .
Lottis. II. E. Hall St company, commiasion
Prod. Harry Gilbert. of Dallas Merchante, entered butt in circuit
Tex., webt to Paris, Tenn., this morn tourt against the Paducah Ice cone
trig on a short business trip. lie will patty' for $339.att damages, alleging
be in Paducah three weeks before re- that the ice eompopy permitted a
turning to Dallas. lot of cabbage in cold storage to
Mr. 'I'. M. Baughan left last night spoil. The plaintiffs aver that they
for the Jamestown exposition and paid $25 the month for cold storage
cities in theeeastefor a visit. privileges, the contract being Gee
Miss Sallie Forest, of North Eighth the plant should be kept at a low
street, will leave tonight for Mew- temperature.
phis to visit friends. Suit for $5,00to damages against-
Miss Mettle Baughan has retuthed the N.. C. & St. L. Railroad continue
to Richmond, Va., after a visit to efts filed in circuit court by Mrs
friends iii the city. 
l'*'arneY 
niScheder, who saes* she
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. lease leave to-
morrow for Dawson Springs fur a
week's stay.
Mrs. NV. B. Nettie and children, ot
Eddy veld., are vied-tine Mr. and -Mrs.
J. E. liaker, on West Jefferson street.
Mrs. Florence Garrett. of Weather-
ford, Texas, is the guest of her niece,
Mrs. Sallie Thompson, of 621 North
Sixth street. deniy with OW amount unaccounted
Mrs. John W. Counts and son have for. A former suit made by the Amer
returned front Mayfield, wrier° they lean Federation of Labor party
have been visiting.
D. •
front West. Point and Louisville,
where he has been attending the tak-
ing of depositions.
Mr. and etre J. Dunn. of 1601
lama, has -serfeseatidleanta a- Wad
aye ViFit readdialtlettrov.in, efergan-
meats, Ninth and Monroe streets.
Mrs. J. F. Covington has returned
from a two weeks' visit to her sister
Social unrest is a manifestation of
St. Louis
the world long struggle between pro-
Mr. end Mrs. F. Fisher will
gress and conservatism, which cor-
leave tomorrow ,night for Erie. Pa.,
reepond to the centracidtal and cen-
where Mr Fisher will attend the an-
trifugal forces in physics, the two
nual convention of first-class post-
forces that make the world go around
masters. Front there they will go to
This was the con:tuition of Dr. WU-
New York City and some of the
ocean 
elen Fineeebrieber, who Watered on
IOW subject to a large and represent...
!alive audience at the public library
lyeeterday afternoon. The speaker
took the optirnieti! view, said this ure
: rest denotes a growing deeree of self-
conseiousness, a sense of participa-
: tion in creation itself, and a spirit of
progress. He called it humanity ill
the adolescent stage of development.
Declining to limit bin suejeo to one
Iphase, Dr. Fineschrietter indicated
briefly the social ferment in eeono-
mica, politics, religion and morals.
was struck by au engine and perman-
ently injured.- Engineer George Wie-
sen is made defendant.
Snit 'for $318.36 was entered in
the circuit court by the Bartendcid
Union against the United States Fi-
delity and Guaranty company, whirl,
was on the bond of W. Sherman Meta
treasurer of the local, who left sud-
substituted for the original.
Judge  (I Park has returned •
SOCIAL UNREST
, 9 -•
INTERESTING Lied, ela IFIY
\Est it.
Dem-riled It As Due To Contest By




"tetribt to tell yer kerrect age, a
ny,
Nothing Doing.
"What's this?" asked the map ac-
quitted of a charge of murder, as his
laweer handed him a paper.
-that's my bill for eery:cede" ex-
plained the lawyer.
"Get untie 'responded the acquit-
ted. "You proved I -was' insane, didn't
yeti?"
"Well, you can't do business with
pee. a itinatit." --Philadelphia Ledger.
Entertaining in an Insane Asylum.
Did you ever entertain an audience light ship?
at an insane asyluia Those who Willa-He just took out a party ofd ' 
have usually are able to tell expert- dud"- -Philed. I ph ia Tel, graph.
Bilis-Why did the captain of that
pleasure craft refer to his boat as a
ences quite out of the ordinary. The -
Litchfield trio have had several ening- I
ing experiences at such places._ In :
one case Mr. Litchfield spoke to a
patient at the asylnm--"niee day:.
rather muddy underfoot, but nice
overhead.-
"Yes,- -answer' d the patient, "but
nobody gets up there."
In the course of the entertainment
Mrs. *Litchfield gives on .the violin an
imitation of the church organ. Pellet,'
e was well done was made evidente
for as she finished there ciente
through the stillness In clear,
tenet tones the voice of an inmate of f
the whip: -Now let the collection
he taked up."---The Lyeeurnifd and I
Talent,
"If you don't marry me." said the ,
ardent youth. "I will shoot you."
?Fire away,"_sa1d the girl. "lei rath-
er he shot than to starve to death,
enyhow." This so disconcerted the
youth that his purpose
adelphia hedger,
It you can not find God in folks on
the street you will not find him an
the golden streets.
F a 1 1 Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Paduenh, Ky.
Sept, 2-tilt, 2.7-41), ...titft and
27th
$6,000 Purses and Prentfurne.
Right her.e
Aight smart reduc-
tions on summer suits.
The right cloth,
right style, tight
'matte and right fit:
And we'll treat you
right. $15 suits now
$10. Dtin't get left.
All-two and thre:
piece suits at a dit-






fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
4111111.1•11311, 
Incorporated.
MEN- Our illustrated etalogue
  VAI'ITADS:
dedds-few- etteelteditettile
how we teach -hairdressing. mantel',
Barbed College, St Louis, Site
LA-Die:S-Our catalogue explain
exptatug -bovrena -tenet) - harrier - trait
trig, facial massage, etc., in ft %,
weeks, mailed free. Moier Collegi
St. Louis, Mo.
8 A LBS M A N-WANTED--Sel I re-
tail trade your locality; $65 per
.month and expenses to stare or com-
mission, Experience unnecessary
Htrmingsen Cigar. Co., Toledo, 0.
LOST--Gold pendant., set with
amethysts anti pearls. Tuesday e veb -
leg either on Jefferson street or lataitu
FOR RENT--Apartment iii 603 lain aVenue. Reward fold return to
Sultscrihers inm•missit. want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for
ellen the mid is inserted, tht• rule imi-
tating to every One without excep-
tion.
MITCHELLS fur high-grade -bicy-
cies, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED----Night clerk et Belve-
dere Hotel.
North Sixth street. Geo. Itaweeigh.
FOR ieatits-aud-stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR SALE----2e5 feet picket fenc-
ing: Fifth and ('ark. J. A. Gardner.
Sun office.
--tiVANTIDI-id-T-Saltennen to sell tub-
ricatiag oils aid greases en salary
or commission. Excellent side line.
The Champion Redning Co., Cleve-
CLEANING and pre:ea...it neatly land, Ohio.
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a. 
tio1E
poll BALE-On Monroe_ _
Faelt EARLY breakfast wood, ()Id street, six rooms and reception hall,
phone 2361. • hardwood OnIsh and all improve
merits.
Co., 5i ncorporated, 
WANTED---Harel to work in dairy. tuFerkay.
-Apply to C. N. Black, phone 2450._
te S51.
FOR DRY WOOD, old phone
rntty
N-it-
bid. - Old phone
WA ED-I:For U. S. army: Able-1361.
OOK W ANTED-32T
bodied unmarried men between ages
C South
of 21 and 35; eltieens of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read'
Sad write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For allormatior
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich-
mend House, Paducah, KY.
Fourth street. Chris Liebe,.
--COOK WANTED- -Colored pre-
ferred. Both phones 415.
FOR RENT- Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F.-M. Fisher, Post Mace.
- W. D. BROWN ConcreteContrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof Notice!
work a rrie, faity. Phone 2520. dids will be received by the board
- FOR THE BEST mended-04s. chire hf edneation on August 20, 1907, fur
and hot tamales, call ed. Ill % heating one s-room bultding cont-
South Thidd street, plete, anti one S-room building, 4
bed  rooms and 1 hail finished, .plant to be
-WANTED-To buy feather-
installed large enough to add to,
when other rooms are finished.
Separate bids are-asked on hot vs.
FOR RENT-Cottage Third and ter heat, and hot air and ventilation.
Tennessee. _A_pply to H. A. Fetter. Contractors to furnish plans and
and feather pillows. Address 433
Clark -Old phone 317,
Phone G5.
FOR SALE :230 acres of fine
near Eden's Hill. Address N,
Sun.
_ FOUR 2 room box houses for sale:
Same to be moved off lot. Apply to
Mrs. N. Kahn.
_
i FOR HiCKORY stove wood and
:sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New Phone 763.
• _
FOR SALE -Pi ve ded-r tild-ed-ridine
mare, city broke. G. E. Ficklite 16-le
Clay,
CLOTHES cleaned and -pdeSsei.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WILLIAMS AND -PEAL have fine
lot willow rockers, matting andalino-
, leune at one-third off, Come quick,
203 South Third street.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
. dies or repair at the Padtreah Harness
and Saddle .Co.. you_are getting the
, best. 204 Kentueky avenue.
FOUND---A watch, Identify. The-
number of case, rim and works and
bring reward. Ed Singleton, 719
Jones street.
.11 FOR RENT-The barber shop on
Seventh street opposite the rourt
house. Possession given at once
Apply' at Biederman's store,
FOR RENT OR SALE--Eleven
room house on. South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
; painted and in good condition. Appir
I to H. A. Petter.
FOR SAI.E-t-eOld fire brick: $10
at 
roithfrootitritermsdr„Anmet.r.spoopply to Dritavie0:1taii•as.4.1 R
.or ee I(1.-.0iTurnObiNa TinandOinvA. RD
Q
Ii it Two six room Coe 
p.m Tnia,yior.rHousa
;Agee 5,12 and :ale North Seventh
Bours-1(4:fitit:-e11.2;11(4114:30Pb°tonfa":304;7.7street. All modern ronvenientee
Furnished if desired, Phone 2368 a; Sunday. 10 to 111.
specifieations for both systems, bids
land to be sent to building committee,
care Wm, eKarnes, Clint., or J. E. Potter,
es.
Also; bids will be received on same
date_ for plumbing on Jackson street
and McKinley buildings: Information
can be had by applying to C. 0. Eel-
1 -, Chm. of cotnmittee.
Carpenters' Strike
is to be Settled
All friends of organized labor can
help settle our strike by having their
dieerk done by Union Carpenters. Ring
tip new phone 1073 and get union





No 'doubt you are right, Aiphoneo,
The price of coal may have something
to do with the winter of (ter discon-
tent.






1•-r- epmpvaain1a Of tabs terrible womaa, w ledowager Ti An 'h ou oed er'etlate df liar notorious p 1n
a
determinatiou to abdicate sae throne in the appalling atrocities perpetratedat the next Chinese new sear. Which citi the foreigners throaghout China Mast4 I'8 1111will occur some time in January, in 1900, and of her responsibility1908. She desires, it is said, to hand for the attesok on the legatious ofover the eares of state--to the em-Ilsekin, whose occupants were onn•peror. A secret decree has been is-'saved from destruction a: the handssued, calling a meeting of the grandlother followers with the utmost thin-(veinal), to make arrangements for catty, and at the last mensent. wasthe change. '4avertheletts so clever in her dealingsShould the empress not swerve with the power as to teed- them tofrom her determination, her senor' jactuatly invite this maker of all the .in relinquishing the aumailig power heckle t,p return in state to the, she has wielded for nearly 50 years eupital under the most ample inter- lahlinfaCT ON BUSINESS FFATILS.will furnieh the most extraordinary ,national guaranties for personalcareer. 'safety.
Tel An was born In abject poverty
somewhere in the west of China,
about 14434, so that she is now 73
years old. As a child she was sold
as a. slave, her purchaser ultimately
adopting and educating her. In 1850,
when she was 16 years old, the em-
peror, listen Teng, issued a call for• per cent gross on the lu.vestment. air. itenculdery wives and themselves at' J. W. Bottoms living near could show the palace. She was one of ten as-fbe property. Lies west of Mill Wants chosen. Endowed with brainsStreet. Cash. and beauty, she quiekly became the
emperorna favorite sand secured her
position by giving birth to a son. -
Itiees From Slave to Empretite.
Tel An quickly brought the entire
CA* cash and balance $2110 pt' year. court under her setae and ruled eventax per cent. Land lies about four the old emperor. •In INGt the emu-lsifies below Birminglettn on Little pero( attempted to curb her growingHear creek-mostly hill land. . After power, and a little later he "died"the first payment, at hetet e304) worth after a brief illness.
ot timber could be sold • eery year During the next fourteen years thefrom the tract making the laud CONt doe Tiger enoiresstruled as regent. andthe purchaser but Vete. It will bear then her son, Eraperor 'rung Shih,Investigation. Sam Cali), living rwar having attained his qaajority and hay-the laud on Gilbertstille and Shen- leg shown signs of rIgeeeting the eon-
r...xif rt ii `131'N.—..e_...111111111111111L_._







Become Dower Empress of China MRS. EDDY IS' HELD
11$ *AL (itJLiIiPt. 4j 1 k$304)-New two-room house with
big porch and well, on Boone street
in Vaughan's addition, Mechanics-
burg. Near big mills. Lot 40x142.
Hew* rents for $60 per year or 26
$2,4041-A chance of a life-time to
City 233 acres of Marshall county
lend on the easy installment plan,
lughans road, woeiti show it,
$3,000-- No. 424 South Ninth
street 5-roont house 1Se stnry,
l'huatery Going
luto Issues of Suit.
Head of t'hiktolau
Studied 'as to Her Mental
Competeticy. 
M
Cancord, N. H., Aug. 17.-Follow-
log the interview with t rs. Mars
Baker G. 10dds, the question of her
tnetital condition Was taken up bee
fore the board of minders.
Dewitt C. Howe, counsel for the
plaintiffs in the accotteting suit
brought against Mr . Eddy, fervialls
withdrew the term "general Insan-
ity" as applied to the condition of
the Christian Science leader.
Judge Aldrich, for the masters.
made the following ruling; "We are
tall of opinion that thefevidence tend-
'tug to sheave that Mrs. Eddy is In a
idetunionary mental condltien in re-Clitetunati, Aug. 17.-A Memphis Niece to forces operating upon hendispatch to the Tithes-Star says: 'relatives and next friends, and"Will Clifford, a negro, was arrested through them upon her business, ifat Tiptonville, Tenn., and confessed of a charaeter to show mental Ira-to aasaultiug Mrs. Mary Cowan pairment aed to innuenee her in bust-white), and throwing bee body into flees affairs, Is admissable. This isthe river; also that be killed another limited to allege delusions Whichwoman a year age. Congtable Bar-reasonably connect themselves withrem secreted Clifford In a barn to react to the management of prop-
LYNCHING
TAKES PLACE AT MAPLE, KY.,
• is. FOLLOWING .4815 11 LT.
Tense/este. !Neese !auntie's Assailant
rend eturdeer Acroes thee
fiorder.
tee ei the dowager impfpfo sadet avoid a m teob that threatened the l. -err! attatts."nipathy with tc,reinn Ideas and Fturrux finally *started wtth Clifford To this ruling both aides excepted.we- tern teettkattoo, he, too, eke_ fer another place, and at Maple. Ky..J Comptenn• to Direct Is Queetteateat-d, and in due course Proclania- a posse "aught up with bias. The Judge Aldrich. seeakieg for theood condition, • t all k -. cod Dons were issued by the dowager ere Constable was overpowered and tne masters, said that the question to be
•
good Ileighborheed, Sae-0 cash, bid press intisnatang that, lik his pestle- ugro strung up." ht determined that of competency to
t 
knee cagy. tenger on the throne, he had beeette manage the prepern. not one of in-"a gueet on high." He left a widow. Olinteeitaon tee Tremens. :sanity, general de iteion, or refigiousLnd The modern custom of wearine delusion. 
there was every reason to be-$42S-601150 foot to alley lot on
North side of ined net oppos.ite 




give birth to a child. dress introduced into the army by clayed Mr. Howe, "not a monomania
. •tallith, in the event of its being a the Duke of Wellington during the ou the part of Mrs. Eddy, but a con-bre, woeld be-comePeninsular war.  emperor, end she, dittos of insanity which confirms ev-es its mother, thy ream. .soaha fl eerie. days these were-hi:owe eir,orn v.-ft-ton other,teu, .h„ ni,hee...doht wee ere_ Yeentegton_ releennieresn. ___aftai - 41w• --ISothcr Aittrteli ainnt-ir The 
-Widen. Trimble a&si Harnett. Sae riot  ' ititome Tour v.•:frs, f; ,.it in 
flit' usual 
fashion' 
- a esar- -uto.. "When*they were coming into ters had any more right to decide
e f 
— -
epee 1, 2, 3, 4 years Or 1/11.1ithly.
$64).0-North 21h eterests lot Sae
Street. e ra. building reetrei-
castled to the inflects, and proclaimedeons. se wer, walk, gas and electric enoe orfights, available. A fine lot for a
silly..111 Who Bar Her Path.
tome.
tette Lot 4ox1:00 to alley, north
tide of 'nimbi.. street between Ninth
end Tenth. Bra k walk, car line,
good neighborhood. Half easb.
$1.200- Big bartain in Meehan-
ksaburg land nearly four screw,
wood make 25 lots. Good land for
dairy or market gerden. Weld car-
ry itself easy and in a sleet time
would sell In lots making the. buyer
a very handreime profit; $300 cash,
balance easy.
11.1100--A most desirable 6-room
bootie with bath. Fountain park ad-
dition, northwest corner Fountain
avenue and Harrison street. Veto
wit.balance easy. Fine hone bar-
gain.
$1,600-No 712 South Tenth
Street getween Ohio and Tennessee
streets. Lot 29xI65 feet to alley; 5
?won house with hall Half cash,
balance I and '2 years.
$1,1,00 --No. 422 South Ninth
Street, 1 Se double house. 4o foot lot,
brick walk, lirtin cash, bal...to-e
month ly.
Vallee---20 %Veen End lots some odd
shapes. south of Norton street and
between 26th and 29th etreeta, for
$2041 c.ash. balance $50 per year a
er cent.
$250 -Easy monthly payment lots
north of Hinkleville roadiand west of
Oak GrOVe. You never missi thet
monist-In this way: $10 cash, balance
sac dollar p..r month.
$900-Five acres on Ifinkleville
teed Ila miles from city limits, ins,
east of C. C. Lee, all in- timber, make
good suburban home. One-third cash
taiance 1 and '2 years.
safe piece to team nettles
ment alone. No risk. Big profits
sometime made.
-9200-Acre land half mile front
pity limits, between Ilinkleville road
and Jefferson street. Half cash.
$400-Kentucky avenue 40 foot
let south side near 15th street, $ log
caoh, balance easy. Begins al feet
east of old city limits.
$S54)-Jefferson !street ill foot lot
zorth Side betwen 13th end 1-4th
streets. Cash. This is the cheapest
lot on Jefferson 'street.
137•1--Clay street in foot lot between
19th and 21th. Terrell's Fountain
nark addition; $25 cash, balance $5
per month.
;GOO- --Seven at h leshu ter lot.
.in Mermen, Hughes, Herzog
- and Bethel addition, batteries.
per month. Fine mon.
saving offer. Mee-hank*, .
property will increase in Value n•
there will be a car line out there In
Me near future.
$350-Mayfield road 'A foot tot
south side near Melzer's adifttal011;
$50 cash, balance easy.
$1,051) --No. 1129 North 
1-4thPtreet. Desirable cottnge home, a
!orates, 4-0 foot lot, weet tilde of Bur-
nett street. Cash.
$e54-e-fialem avenue 4-room house
forth side between 12th and lath,
near car line Half out
r $2,500-New modern 5-room lorge
_porch, North View addition. Shale
-nns''Illnikha arlatrir VAT; 151
gar line oh Ellin street. '
Aft. r this eeveral years elapsed be-
fore e;e• sway of the dowager em-
press was again disputed, tend it was
not until the return or the Marquis
Taang from representing China in
England. France and Russia that any
sericite; opposition was offered to her
predominant pow. r. The marquis.
nho had -tome bark imbued with
European ideas, "Pet to work to Ini-
tiate re-forms, receiving the support
of Prince Chun, the father oT the
present Emperor Kwang-su. Tserag
fell in the usual fa4,hinit of those
who incurred the enmity of the dow-
ager empress, and died prematurely
being followed some months later to
the grave by his ally. Prints. Chun.
In 1e9a the old empress wrested
the reins of -government from the
weak hands of her nephew Kwang-su
and installed herself once more as
reileT Linen then Kwang-su has
been a virtual prisoner of the em-
press and it is ceitain he would have
shared the -fate of his predecessors
had not the cunning empress become
aware of the tlangir of Violently
arousing the displeasure of those
powers which have spheres of in-




Interview With Mrs. eddy.
Mrs. Eddy for three-quarters of an
beer yesterday answered the quee-
l ions of the board of masters appoint-
ed to inquire into her mental condi-
tion. Ilse Interview took place, at
Pleasant View. Mrs. Eddy's home,
in the afternoon. All who wyre pres-
ent at' the interview IVCCe the three
masters, Senator Chandler, repreteut
Hg the plaintiffs; Gm Streeter, reep.
rsenttug Moe Eddy, and a court stele
ographer. es
Every ward of the Interview was
taken down by the Monographer and




IS BEING VOTED ON 11Y CITIZENS
(IF MICHIGAN.
Amendineets Which Have Been Sub-
mitted To People at That
 ouwealth.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 17.-The vot-
ers of Michigan yeeterday took the
first step in the third attempt to
amend the ',tate cousaitution uoni-
inating candidates for delemetes to
the ronstitational convention to be
called at Lansing on November 4
The delegates will be chosen at a
special election called for the third
Tuesday in fiepteauber anti the new
concoitution will be ratified or rejec-
tion at the polls on the first Monday
in April, 1908.
There will be 06 delegstea, three
front eaoll senatorial district. and a
peculiarity of yesterday's primarioe
was that electors voted regardleaa of
party affiliations, the general regiatra-
tion books being used in place of
those of enrollment. In some of the
districts there were many candidates
and In others istetest was lacking.
The vote was light, taken as a whine.
After the convention shall have
completed the draft of the constitu-
tion, at least afsent100 copies! must_lse
painted .in peinPhiet form for tha In-
structio , of the people. of tne state.
140111e Probk•mo_l'hat Alive  aro... „,-
, . the, 2.zujacu.i_g••11r'rak use- 'et the- nam1144466•6410•64-44.4eirtfeet z Irrier-TA, rEag- 
- _
When presented to the' electors ri,ws of succession, had the lift. -nil, century. the religious ion than against Catholl. or :spit'-
— $1,100-50 foot let, northwest e tee Ilk ph. Ir. Kwang-ste snatched 
t 
%tenet and the-  fashionable were most itualieru. 
majority will ratify or rejeot. Under
Der Karelian boulevard and Monroe ;root his bed on a bitter sinter night, determined in their opposition. A..j "Christian Science is a system of Froviei0n for conelderation by thec•lause in the original trust deedemedieine, not a religion," replieddated 15111, of a Sheffield- tioncon•iMr. Howe. "In so far as Christian!orniist chapel provided that "under Scleatte is speculation it cajnot be• circumatanees whatever shall anyloalled a delusion, hat when it isereashers be allowed to ocaupy the breed upon suppoeti facts which canpulpit who wears trousers' ibe prayed not to facts then it isBut this was not all. Some doubtsa dehmapp.a. •weresexpeesed lii many (entrees con"- ffilliesey of Prayer queried,corning the question whether a man Judge Aldrich a led how this mat-could religious and appear in ter of deineion eas to be connedtroinets. One of the feundere of the with huskiness oomoetetiey. • HePrirnittrirlierhodiet body remarked of the widespread belief in the effl-to a colleague in the ministry that cac•y Of prayer to alter natural con-"•rousers wearing, beer drinking so- ditione, and asked if that was not asand-so will never get to heaven."
Father Reese, a famous Methodist
minister, twice president of the con-
6-re.-nee (born in 1766; died in 18601
much a delusion as a beef in the
cure of disease by prayer.
"Not at all."' replied Mr. Howe.
"The former 1w -entirely a matter of• not be induced to adopt trous- steculation; the latter is susceptibleera, arvi among the Methodista, was of proof."the last to follow popular fashion In Mr. Howe sought to differentiatethis respect. between beliefs which are epeculalave
entirely and therefore not capable of"He's awful)- worried because his proof. and those which are suseepti-wife is getting so stout." "Is he Lie of proof.afraid her heart won't stand it'!•' As a - step in the ̀ proof that her"No, he's afraid his runabout springs alleged delusions affect, Mrs. Eddy);won't stand It."--Cleveland Plain feelings towitrd her relatives; Mr.Dealer, Howe claimed 'It is compeflmt to
show how these Octillions affected'Many think they can overcome sin her (epilogs toward her most Intl-by shooting g:ittering generalities at mate friends and fleet sipporters,the devil. 
"Can you connett these isolated
oases of prejudice with her feelingsGettlng into imclety is often equIv- toward George W. Glover?" asked' debt. • Judge Aldrich.
1WANTED!1
Young Hen and .Women for posit-lops of trust,
where intelligent service will he appteciated and
paid for—
Experiences] Men and Women for positiona re-
eiiiriog ability and tact—
People of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
ablities, for suitable lines of employment—
I7sed Things-such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument. Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, 134.oka, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp.Cellections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every k
Horses and Carriagen trucks business wtieente
bicycles, guns, Cameras, fishing tackle, automo-
biles--
Real Estate -lots, plots, acres, leaseholds, equi-
ties, liouttegellate, apartments, stiiren--
Instruction In paintangesingiog, the viol In and
piano, short-hand. accounting, correspondence,
language. dancing-- - '
Places to Live-houses, apartments, furnished
rooms, boarding places where life Is interesting.
These are some of the thousand*
of people end thines%lhat .are
"we rtra"Tii Thid--Cityjo:st note.
and if you eon fill any of these
"wants"
INQUIRE 'OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SIni Want Adverliserneu0,
Air A —
Fear of Her Solt Shown.
"I think we can," said Mr. Howe.
quoted a letter from Mrs. Eddy.
tiert in 1590, affirming her iffiller
her son would endeavor to
• ak her will after her death, and
ems for the, best advice as to con-
:11t:' het. copyrights an that they
eel le. beyond his reach.
Filially Judge Aldrich said: "If
as. Eddy has a particular belief- as
, some sort of force operating upon
r son to prejudice him against her,
s competent to discuss that belief."
Ceensel for the next friends then
to on to answer questions, involv-
: Mrs Eddy's ideas as taught in
"---I to malicious animal magnets
•
1 To this Mr. Streeter. her counsel.
.et, el, saying that the views in
s ird to malicious animal magnet-a
a entertained by Mras. Eddy in
59. and to phich the Haswell de-
- Mon, which was under discussion,
aces, were not the, vies staVheld
a Taught now.
, Various letters written by -Mrs.
l Eciely to the Bev. Dr. Nixon, who, in1890, was in charge of the ChristianFaience publications, were read.I
1These letters, introduced by the next
i4nde, show that-Mrs. Itady'believed
that evil mental influences ware be-
g exerted to hinder her work and
cstie her sori to form the purpose
• her will upon het. death
 111111•1111111111111111dele
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on dower beds we
will call and nee you. l'hone
Schmaus Bros for tne largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
F ree delivery to any
part of the city.
.SCI1MA4i ROS.
(IAN Plop' 'ma i92.
The plan to brig the country wo-
men together in stab =Wings -Lo Ira Its dead 0:tir
held' In vaelous paits-if the state is like watili an argument with a yeo-
the outowne of experiments man knowe
• do Is to say it to himself in a whisper.-MS. Itternma van Reanaliter, w o ior 
efive ,years has been conducting a read Chicago News.- - ,tug course for farmers' wives, under ' .the auspieee of the College of Agri- When one is well heeled, love'sculture of Cornell ta 1 ., i-e. Nrter .•.-- '..; are apt lo heal gee ea
 ,44111101111111,0
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co. I
- -
ELECTRICAL SUP_PLfIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122.124 'N. 17cturth St.
imartammeiremommem. 
1-shorsom 7/17
W 1'. Autos. It Body, 1' Vitryscr
!reddest. Cashier. Assithent 4218ther,
CITIZENS' SAMS BANK
laseriforstall
CaPetell )0 .so II *T. ,•:• • is c 
'hang" 
•• • • 60.0011Itoelthulders .  ie.* 10000
Total security to depctott ors $2110,t
Accounts of inellyldni els awl Arms etelle lied. We appreciate
fasall as well as large de 1,o4kon. and accord to all the IIIAZ:1611tetartroui treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS PRAM 7 TO 11 °CLOCK.
Thirdand Broadway
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the meet inferior
godds depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-




Is nine summers old. The goy-







the call by the legislature there is no
tieople of t‘e sections in detail. That,
of course, is impracticable, but m
large element favors gettleg together
on points on - which all can agree. and
then fixing special attention to moot-
ed geestions. Thome being agitated
are the following:
Shall there be a clattery inserted giv
lug cities the right to own and oper-
ate public utilities, such as gas. elec-
tricity (for publie and private light
Inge, transportation heating, power,
or ann utility requiring the use of
public streets and alleys?
Shall the principles s Of initiative
r.d referendums be incorporated'
Shall cities be given the right of
self-government and the exsluslve
right to fix the eateries of their oft-
dais and employee?
Shall there be established direct
legislation by the people In both local
and state affairs, and shall they Ini-
tiate and amend the constitution by
direct vote?
Shall the enlist*. constitution be
made over, or shall it be amended
merely sufficiently to meet present
day requirement*?
Shall the merit sestem be used in
choosing state employes?
Shall the people be given the right
to "recall- unfaithful officials by vote
before their term is out!
Shall -"double taxation" be done
away with?
Stall surplus school funds be used
Ten other state purpeees?
Shall there be better control over
the activities of private corporations,
thus doing awes- with public or semi-
peale services by them?
obactvation in Desert,
In the great desert of Atacama. in
Chili, Prof. David Todd, of Amherst
college, and his wife, Mabel Loomis
Todd, are now studying the canals on
the planet hears___wIlb a powerful
I felneh telescope endeavoring to find
out if the planet te inhabited, says
the New York World. A letter has
jure been received here from Mrs.
Todd giving some &cement of their
location and undertaking. The desert
of Ataeama was chosen as the first
station of the expedition on account
of the 41 -flees of the air. The region
lies oil a plateau, 3,00.0 feet above
the Pacific. The snow-clad Andes
tower to the east.
Prof. Todd's temporary observators
from Iquique. He
H now making arratigemeetts to take
a series of photograph*
a teleaeope lines. The pictures are
then to be greatly magnified.
The scientific world has been eager-
ly conjecturing for years whether
that far-off globe is Inhabited, and it
is hotted that the investigations of
the Amfferst astronomer may throw
some definite light on the interesting
question. Mars-es now nearer the
?rth than at any time In the lae
tftteep years, esaatnatedeta 35,-050,40.01
miles.
Mrs. 'Todd, n dainty slender, pretty
little woman, always noted for her
eine gowns, Is heraett a trained as-
tronomer. She is making studies In
tie -ancient civilisation of the [near
and the present condition of Chili
end Peru.
  •••••••••••••/•••••• 4.0.0 sae .....•••• _
- We have several goon driving bermes for tale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee thew as represented. Call and nee them.'
THE TULI.Y LIVERY COMPANY
livery and hoarding Bus.
IDICOPPORATILO •
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenge.
-1111111141111111111111111W 
FOR RENT'
Several desi ra b le offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and










We are ready for all Kinds •f hauling.
TEEEptionr 499
•
To Help Farmers' Wives, 1leaviug eniiena she 114.1 shneriatend-.' The nta Somalia* club movement 1011t QI rural district schools in west -
;ern New York, and there learnedfor the benefit' of hie' wives and 
daughters of the 
faroprs of New l !what was most needed by the country
womeu and children to make farm'York is to be helped by the state par-
nife more end arable atid attractivemeat of expenses for lectures this
I There are more than 20,00e womenfall, The new organisation will be
rear as andeate in thecalled Wcmsn's Institute', modelea'r'''"" thisreadiag.circlos, tied at large numberafter the Farmers' Institutes whieh
attended a special college arraug..dhave been in suocessful existenee
a quarter of a century, foMerel by 
for them by Cornell University last
the state department of agricalguren 
spring.--•New. 'York Post.
This mass who taw jar settled -441g
laweerat Win firrillainat inten '111 the
world to talk to ebont the majesty










Beal Bears Idvade Tows.
Doven froni the lowtands by for-
eat tires, a small army of bears in-
vaded this town today, fondue a sus-
pemsion of business for several hours
edit terrorizing the population. The
visit was made just as the stores were
Gettig opened for business and labor-
ers were ou their way to the facto-
rime -
f -The invasion was headed by a re-
markably large specimen of a Mother
bear, folic/Wed two maw They
chose the prigelpie street of the
town far entry, and when they had
deiven the people under cover, were
bold enough to stop in front of a gro-
eery store and breakfast from a bas-
ket of turnips. This vanguard was
followed by the main army of four
s good-sized animals, but they refused
to stop, racing through the busineal
section In double-quick Vine.
When the inhabitants had recover-
ed front their astonishment a big
hunt was organized, and In 'two
hours three or the --tirgasters. :ger%
brought liaeck a1 genie.
'lore bearo.kame  boas emu in teis 
section-this summer than for ten
years. Farmers have suffered much
loss front their depredatious. A boun-
ty of $20 is offered by the county for
every pet.-Standish, Mich.. Cor. to
Washington Post. •
Conscience Is a good cure for un-
til'. •
HEADACHE
"Kt father had beer soferer !min Met headset»for the teat twenty-eve year. •i1.1 u••er foue.1 ei.y
a 
relief emeil he began ••klug your I ma r.,
be has huge. isic**ig Cave•rets hi. h.. Sena. bad
„ gge b,eaderbe Thep hese ante, eared him.Cameitret* ;hat yoa reeventrien,1 them to do. I
will privilege of saint hi• flea.. '




.I et. P41 tatile.roten That. Clonl. Do Gee&letrer 1.1ren, eek•n or 0145..,, IS- 1,- Sir N..-.,
POW Mbulk. The genuin• tehlee stumped C C C.tleeitenteed to cure or your money beck.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicseio or N.Y. 5011
'RM SALE TEN MILLION BOXES
gANTAL-MIDYStandard remedy fcr Sleet.Gonorrhea and Runnings
11148 itOuRe. Corm Kite
me and Maeda, thoubles.
WOIALIt




Paihnee, and *et mann
omit 5..poloosous.
geld by Ahrsoortata,
or met in plain wrens/




Nile: $1 a say. Everithisi 0
In. I. A. Latimer Protegees:.
EVANSVILLE. PADUCIAM AND•
CAIRO MEL
leaneetile sad Paducah Packeta.
(Incorporated)
(Dilly Except Sunday.)
gfeamers Joe Fowler and John &
Hopkins, loan Paducah for Kral"
vili and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in et-
feet front Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.14. Elegant music on tke
boat. Tabl- unsurpassed.
STEAMICR DICE FOWLER
Leaves PsOueah for Colro and IMP
;endings at 8 a. at. sharpe, daily, ebe
Sept Sunday. Special excursloo rates
bow In effe,A from Fadueah to Caine
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table are
garpaseed .
For 'further Infortnation Apply: te
IL A. Fowler General PAM. 4011T, OT
Given l'owl, City Pass. Agent, at
rowler-Crembaugh & Co's. *Mae





for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bet
Will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
try or bladder trouble. Removes
Iravel, eures Diabetes, Seminal
tem illf` ions, Weak and 1.14:114t Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60 ,cents
per boa on the no cure no pay bask
by hiePherson's Drug store, Feurte
anti Broadway, ode agent for Pads-
salt, or sent by Rail upon receipt of





4 Story of imericas Lift Novelized From the Play hy
JRTHUR IfORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT, 1906. BY G. W. DiLleiNGHAM COMPANY.
(Costinued from last lesue.)
(71/AFTER XII.
RYDER remained et his
desk and did not eveu leok
up when his visitor enter-
ed. He pretended to be
busily preoccupied with his papers,
which was a favorite pose of his ween
receiving strangers. This frigid re-
ception invariably served its purpose.
fur it led visitors not to expectmore
than they got, which usually wile little
ouough. For several minutes Shirley
&taxi still, not knowing whether to ad-
vance or to take a seat, She gave u
Little conventioual conk. and Ryder
loolted up. What he saw so astonished
him that he at opee took from his
mouth the cigar he was smoking and
rose from his seat. He had eepeeted
a gaunt old maid with spectacles, anti
he was a eta lish, wad looking young
woman. who could not possibly be over
twenty-five. There was surely some
mistake. This slip of a girl could cot
have written -The Avaericae Oetopus."
Re advunced to greet Shirley.
"You wish to see we, madam?" he
asked courtemisly. There were Mime
when rven John Burkett Ryder could
be polite. .
"Yes," replied Shirley, her voice
trembling a little in spite of her efforts
to keep cool- "I itue here by appoitt-
went. Three*o'clock. Mrs. Hyder's note
said. I am Miss Green."
"Yon Miss Grevu?" echoed tee finan-
cier dubiously.
"Yes, I am Mies Green- Shirley
Green, author of 'The American Octo-
pus.' You asked we to call. Here I
am."
Fee the (fret time In hisetfe eete_ti Ry-
der was nonplused. He coughed and
taututered _Juni Jasitral.-roomi 
place where he could ttrow his
Shirley. who enjoyed his embarrass-
ment, put him at his ease.
"Ob. please go on stneteng." she said.
"I don't mind It in the least." •
Ryder threw the doer Into a reeepto-
- see end looked closely at his yisitor.
"So you nee Shirley Green. eh?"
"That is my nom de plume- yes," re-
plied the girl nervously She was al-
ready wishing herself back at eelassa-
Teis financier eyed her for a
moment- in rilence as if trying to
gauge the streugth of the personality
of this audacious young woman, who
had dured to criticise his business
methods In meek print: then, waving
her to a sent uear big desk, he said:
"Won't you sit down?" - -
"Thank you." murmured Shirley. She
sat down, and he took his seat at the
other Ride of the desk, whleh brought
them tee to face. Agate inspecting
the girl with a close scrutiny that made
her cheeks; bune Ryder ?mid: '
"I rather expected"- He stopped for
a tuoment as If uncertain what to say;
(Iwo he added. "You're younger than I
tie tight you were, Miss Green: much
younger."
"Time will remedy that," smiled Shir-
ley. Then, mischievously. she added.
"I rather exeeettel to see Mr. Ryder."
Mere was the faintest suspicion of a
smile play lug around the corners of
the plutocrat's month as be picked up a
book lying on his dm* and replied:
"Yes, she wrote you, but 1-wanted
to see you about this."
Shirley's pulse throbbed faster, but
she tried hard to appear unconcerned
as site answered:
"Oh, my book! Have yoo read it?"
"I have," replied Ryder slowly. and.
fixing her with a stare that was begin-
tittle to make her uncomfortable, be
went on: "No doubt your time is val-
uable. in I'll came. right to the point.
I want to ask you, Miss Green. where
you got the character of your centre.
figure--the Octopus, as you call him-
Jelin Brciderick ?,"
"From itnagluation, of C01.11141," an
swered Shitley.
Ryder opened the book, and Shirley
geticed that there were several pas-
sages marked. eL,0 turned the leaves
over in silence Nor a minute or two,
and then he said:
"You've sketched a pretty big man
here."
"Yes," assented Shirley; "he has big
possibilities. but I think he makes very
small use of them."
Ryder appeared not to notiee her
commentary, and, still reading the
book, he continued:
°On page 22 you call him 'the omrld's
greatest individualized potentiality, ii
ginnt•cembinatIon of materiality, men-
tality tind money-the greateet exem-
plar of individual human wilt lu ee-
l/deuce today.' And you melee Ittil-oiii-
ttnbter will and -merit,' the keystone ef
his marvelous success. Am I right?"




"On pake 20 you' say 'the machinery
of his mon* making mind typifies the
laws of perpetual unrest: It must go
on relentlessly, rettiftleasly, ruthlessly
milking money, making money, and
continuing to melte Money. It cannot
slop until the machinery crunieleae"
Laying the book down and turning
sharply on Shirley, he asked her ',holt-
le: • -
"Do you mean to say that I couldn't
stop tomorrow if I wanted to?"
She affected to not understand him.
"You?" site inquired In a tone of sur-
prise,
e We I I, It's, o do to ea I gUeetiou," fluu4.
itierol leyder, what n- little
laugh, "'Every man see. hiumelf in
the hero of a awe* Inlet is every Wo-
man sees herself in the heroine. We
ere all ?an:440 heroines in our owl'
eyes. But tell are what's your private
opinion of this luau. You drew the
character. Vhat do you think o'f him
as it type-how would you classify
him?"
"As the greatest criminal the world
has yet produced," replied Shirley
without a moment's hesitatiou.
The financier looked at the girl in
unfeigned astonishment.
"Criminal?" he echoed. '
"Yes, erhaluake repeated littirley de-
cisively. 'lie is avarice, egotism and
ambition inearuate. Ile It/Vtgt 111011PV
because he loves power, and he loves
power more than his fellow matt"
nyder laughed uneasily.
this girl had opinions of her own which
she was not hackman] to ezpreere
"isn't that rather strung?" ite asked,
elou't think so," replied Shirley.
Thee i,uhady she ankedi "Bet what
does it matter? No truth Leon exist.'
"No, of eourse mit," SOLI Ityeer, and
tie telapsed into silent*.
Yet et bile he raid uothIng the pluto
coat was watehiter lila visitor closela
from eutler his thlick eyebrows. She
reamed EtiprP1110iy trfiertli.tcloti4 of his
scrutiny. Her urieterrethe theughtfivi
fa',' env@ no mien liirif any ulterior mo
eve Lad A, Mattel her eetelently very
hostile attitutie agninet hurt. That he
War: in her mind wheu site drew tea
chnrecter of John Broderick there was
no doubt ptemible. No mutter how ahe
iutelit evade the identifieutium Lu was
Cony Weed ho was the hero of her book
Why Mid she attacked him to bitterly:
At Geo it oecurre.1 to hini that einee-
twain he her object. She miete
lie goiter t' ask for money as the ore,.
of fitthre ?lege*: Welt fl'd1tht it
zirrice at her retinet and modest de
Jecan r o tis''t'l that tdeo ga altagidi
Therm he remembered. too, that It was
not she who had sought this ipterviere
but Liumelf. No, he was no Week-
mailer. MON` probably she was a
iireanter-tew of those meddling 'sieeitil.
nielnts who, under pretense of betiering
the conditions of the working classes,
stir tip disetritent and hitter-uses of
recline. As smith she might prove tnore
to be feared thou at 'lucre blackmailer
whom he could buy off with money.
lie knew hewn. utO populote but lie
was no worse than the other captains
of Industry. It was a cutthroat gnme
at best. Cempetition was the soul of
commercial life. and If he had outwit-
tee his competitors and nettle himself
richer then all of them he was cot a
criminal for that. But all thieve at-
tau ks iu newer:Japers aud beelas dilsi not
do him any good. One day the people
tuight f r.ke these demagolge writinge
seriously, and then there ,.rneld be tee
devil to pay. lie took up the book again
and ran over the. pages. This certain-
ly was no ordinary girl. She knew
more and had a more direct way of
saying things than any Altman he had
ever met. And as he watched her
furtively across the desk he wondered
how be could use her --how instead of
being his enemy he could make her his
friend. If be did not, she would go
away and wrItegmore such books, and
literature of tbitAkind Iniget become a
real peril to his toterests. Money could
do anything. It mild secure the serv-
ices of this woman) and prevent her do-
ing further mischlet. But how could
he employ her? iitithlenly an inspira-
tion came to him. For some years he
had been collecting material for a his-
tory of the Empire Trading company.
She could write it. It would practical-
ly be his own biography. Would she
undertake it?
Embarrassed by the long silence,
Shirley finally broke In by saying:
"But you didn't ask me to call mere-






We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
A 'mewl fur out trade. It-is to
be tined for burning purposes
only, as pearly every one nag
knows, but for use In the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wodd alcohol, II,
also burns without any of Its
offensive odor, Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Roth Phones 756.
16e pt, and bottle; re rebate
a"; for bottle. ;Ken
250 1 pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
for bottle.
'3502 pt and bottle: 10c rebate
tor bottle.
S.& WINSTP,MY
Map! Unice is Tifillient Orden.
Seventh *mil Broad way.
You Take No
Chances
Neither do we We do not
deliver you; medicine until
we are satisfied that it is-per-
fectiy right in every detail.
A medicine made by us is
what the prescription calls
fur, nothing more or less.
McPHERSON'S
DrueSlore.
"No," repleal tier etewly, "I want
you to do' ROMP v it fir Inc."
He opeleed at drawer at the lefthnud
side ef Vs desk and took out several
rbeetn of fiedscap anti a nember of let-
tere. Shhieyet heart bent faster as
nhe caught sight of the letters. Were
tier father's fUliong * hem 't Site
wondered what kind of work John
Burkett Ryder had for ber to do and
if she would tio it whatever it was.
Some literary meek prebably, eontltlh-
lug or rornetbine of that klud. If It
was well peke why sleruid she not
accept? There would be uothiug lm-
initiating he It; It would net tie her
hands in any way. She was a puttee-
'tonal writer in the market to le em-
ployed by wboever could pay the prke.
Belittles, such work might give her bet-
ter ofgmetunities to *retire the letters
of which she was in search. Gather-
ing in. one pile all the pipers be had
teetered from the dresser, Mr. Ryder
sold:
"I wau4 you ti put my bluer:grey to-
gether from Mrs motored. But first."
he added, inking up -Fite American
Octopus," "I want to ow where you
".-thstAnati ui
"Oh, for the most port -Imagination,
ne.govbw.."
Icy carelessly. "You know the A:aer-
ie:in mfilloraire is a very overworked




In Deal to ExchaugeFountain
House for Zion.
liumilint  Suffered By Jumpers
in IA unlit-she-I. oUumers De-
hire to Woe.
at HEN COURT MAKES JUINIMENT.
The following interesting story
concerning a compact between Voliva
usurper of Dowie, and the Holy
Jumpers, religious sect, comes front
Milwaukee:
Disappointed with the hostile at-
titude of the people of Waukesha
and tired of defending themselves in
--court, the Holy Jumpers are te•
ing to leave the Fountain Ci.
establish it community in Zion C:
at one time the Masonghold of A,
ander doele and his band of follow-i
era,
There Is a report in Waukesha that
the menthere of the Metropole
Church association are negatiatine
deal for the transfer of the Fountain
Howie property for that seetion of
Zion City which is still held by Vol
iva and a few of the former iMe
item The term of the exchange It
-been agreed upon. it ts said, and only
the details are to be determined le -
fore the deal is consummated
The Metropolitan Churah dittiOriA-
lion, or the Holy Jutupeis, as they
ale better known, pu rchaeed the
Fountain House trent the Lenin es-
tate two years ago for $M1.04.10. Real
estate men agreed that $S11,004) vtae
less than one-half of the true yaho-
o( the property, but that the chinch
association made the offer at the
right time and It was accepted.
Z11•14 11•••11 441.. ishi'r
gity wide- now MI°
w e a suceessor, and his follow-
ers. The city has become a munteite
silty which is now operating under
the same form of government as oth
et cities of Illinois. For years the
affairs of Zion were conducted alone
the lines laid down by Elijah II., bat
after he had taken his last trio
routh and his power was taken from
him there grew a sentiment among
the inhabitants for a return to the
old way and the methoods of other
cities.
During the regime of Dowle mil-
lions of dollars were spent in the con-
: inaction of a etty to conform with
his Ideas. Municinal manufacturing
plants were operated for some time.
and the busioess In the stores anti
other commercial channe's was look-
ed after by the overseer and his as-
sistants. Smoking and drinking were
always prohibited, these rules nitk-
ing Zion the center of attention to
tourists and others passing from Illi-
nois to Wisconsin through that sec-
tion of the country.
closiug Up in Courts.
With the downfall of Howie and his
oceth came the announcement that
Votive had taken charge of Zion. His
word was taken with authority for
etrinths previoug to Dowie's death
but there were many who remained
loyal to the (minder of the city. This
division in politics made it impos-
sible to reorganize the municipality
and the affairs of Zion e'ity are now
being closed up in the Chicago courts
When the final order is received front
the court %Wive and his band will
_pull us) their stakes and leave Zion
City, according to the report from
Waukesha.
Jumpers Abased.
so The Holy Jumpers have not had
the moat pleasant experiences during
their residence le Waukesha. Their
street meetings have fregaently been
interrupted with showers of rotten
eggs and many Of the tact have been
lodged in jail on charges of disorder-
ly conduct. Damage suits against
the sheriff of Watthesha county have
been instituted in bopeo 'of seewring
sonfe redress, and ether legal coned!.
cations have made the lite of the
Jumpere anything but a pleasant one
in Wattkesha.
It is because of this feeling agathst
them that the Jumpers have prepar-
ed to leave. It Fs whispered that they
have become wary of, holding their
services before spectators, who at-
tend thenooney mat of curiosity. There
are now about 2041 of the Jumpers
with quarters at the Fountain House.
Thee have made Waukesha their
home for the past two years. Their
leader is Duke Eamon.
"The deal for the exchange of the
Waukesha property for that in Zion
Lily has been pending for several
days," said a prominent business
man of Waukesha Monday everting.
"The terms have been practically de-
cided upon, and I believe that It ail:
be closed before moor weeks
passed."
"lee, I understand." he said, "but I
refer to what yol haven't read- what
you couldn't have read. For example,
here." Ile turned to a tinge marked
In the book and read aloud: ".1.11 erl-
derce of his petty loftily. when a
youth he bad a beautiful Indian girl
tattooed just above the forearm." Ry-
der leaned eagerly forward as be asked
her searchingly, "Now who told you
that I had my arm tattooed when I
was a boy?"
"Have you?" entitled Shirley uerv-
ouely. "What a eurietut colucideueer
"Let we read you atiether, ceded-
dence." said Ryder meaningly, lie
turned to 'nether part of the hook and
read. -the saute eternal long black
cigar always between ids leo."
"General Grant sits)lie,l, to••." later.
nipted Shirley. "All teeu who think
deeply' along material Hues seem to
smoke."
"Well, we'll let that go. But how
about this 1' He turned back a few
()uses and read: "John Broderick land
loved when a young man a girl who
lived in Vermont, but circumstances
separuted them." He stopped aml
stared at Shirley a moment, and then
be said: "I loved a girl when I was
a lad and she came from Vermont, and
circlunistences separated us. That isn't
coincidence, for presently you make
John Broderick marry a young woman
who had money. I married a girl with
n.00ey."
"Lots of men marry for money," re-
tnarked Shirley.
said with money, not for money."
retorted Ryder. Then, turning to the
book, he said: "Now, this is what I
can't understand, for no one could
have told you this but I myself. Lis-
ten." 'He read aloud: "'With all his
physical bravery and personal courage.
John Broderick was intensely afraid
of death. It was on his mind con-
stantly.' Who told you that?" be
demanded etimeweetit roughly. -I swear
I've never mentioned it to a living
soul."
"Most num Who amass munee are
afraid of Ileallee replied Shirley with
outward. . -teaposure. "for death is
about the .eily thine that can separotr
them rem their immey."
Ryder keeereat, Pont it was a hollow,
mreckire laaeh, neither sincere. nor
hearty. It vdas a laugh steel as the
deell limy bare given when driven out
of beaven..
.._, "You're te.lte a eharneterr --He
laughed aeaie. and Shirley, catching
the lurectiale i'mehedateo.
"It's no' and it the Me," went on
Ryder. time lilting the hook. "This
fellow iirtaite lel. Is all rleht; he's sue-
ceseful :Mil 110%4 '41r1sflf, [At I don't Like
his finish.-
h.,r. -reetrierred Shirley.
"It's (nee." Hsi ted Ryder.
(To be continued in next issue.)
WILLIAMS' SIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and rained trouble with your
'kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in loins, side, beck, groins and
bladder? Hats you a flabby' ap-
pearance of the fare effpecialle un tat
the eyes? If so. Ilkilites' Kidney
Pills will cure you -at Druggists.
Price 60e.
Williams, Mfg. Co.. Pro., Cleve-
land, 0,
Little Millie - Greitiad,




!It Is often earler to talok-a Tacit- Cr:msonbeak- That's right And the
HOS than to take UT. reat pleasurejitame thing may bit sad of Milwaue




For the compirt• cuter of Coughs, Coy.,
Asthma. and Stnechltie en4 *11 Lent et.tit-algid to tending to Cmsionotion. LI•apriwert,Tar and Wile Cherry have for illtea -Word an e•tehlitheil reinitatterni • •tonitaidr.mich Remedy It combing so °poem othat iri-int dreg cao hr Risen with este'y to children.Plitt 11.00 Said by Rivet A Llst.
Williams M' g Co.. traps., Cleveland, 0.
•
what
Yeagreeif "wet:e no! tor' lae-'eza-
tion I don't ettpiwoe we would heve
much _Abant- _California-7
Wend by Bulnes* Nen. lacorporated. $30%000.00 Cuital
29 Callers is 16 SW*, Jno, F. Draughts:. ern,
&tie Rels.tHr
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
[eon as the Up-to Date lags= Muds
I'm SITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNILF DrogFREc Off 0017141111 nese vitamin. or Illustrating via hi'MAIL
G MAIL county, thli ittritig toSeeping, liant.Ing. to TR E persons In esc 
 smuortlaftad. Pete attend a business college, who watt at ()nee
indlisillo, ttloui•tfe, l'eleyratiliy, Letter I'M", and geml tm,us nutliv* ( mentioning This
Writing, Law, Mechanical Drawing, Dual- paper) to Draughon's Practical Ilua,
PADI.C111, 311 Ilit0.t0W-la;






 G RAYSON SPRINGS' KY.
. Most noted waters anti baths an Am
T E IDEAL, FAMILY RC/SORT
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity teal guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
LATHS -Sulphur, Mud, Vaper and Meoetete
AMUSEMENTS-Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,
Fishing.
Rags $7 is MON pu re& 125 ts $31 SO per unit Some Rites to Ismiss, Pules MI .
emidrie WHO R00011 Tf19 Stift if Si 40 over emirs Cenral Sattrat---
• MERCKE tSkUS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAISOI SPRINGS, NT.
LAKE BREEZES MOITOULunfur atAr.eim
First-Class Only-Passenger S.-vice Exclusively
11.r. "111 hI 1, ',,,,fl Ifl I . /14111"10 sprinoe sod
Alar1"tu.. 1-darn.1 ppm-, 1.1E4; 1Pr lipttu,,.. Duluth and all Lessors
pip! 1111 i'‘.1.i'n
TSS:Ot.:1194 MISSOURI and ILLINOIS 1- -^ilung.
we. •,41. 1 I. ,.1 . i p .11k 1 Mmuistiv.
tertian. 10.411-tr, r".1p,r1r. CIA .
JOS. BEPOLZHEIM, C. P. A. Mantiou Steamshlp Co , Chicago. or







  .15. a re TIME TALE._,.. -
LA 15 P. PAACKIN- Q.DIVIS1Or&
5500 I A r 0  1.1/1.01•411 lifen&y, lk"'Unre1101 1.
Amy C.n. ,n 1 0,,  `., ' : A NI. • 1.-6 sys & Tronliey• 4, J 1 I'. M
c.,•• .leied OW.. r'  Mil P I& 1...Ilteoeit 45.t
&we  Cktr it Mut . . . . 3,30 A. M. •YrodoosAars & Frofeye 9
Par Trip. pr. tr..% •410.•1100,..1, .11 .. •
?.4.W..I. ' '4,01e1 Tor .1 14../1 Pelmet sod Olo••iaii.1 ••••• ••ir and A...,..... r..... .1 IA ,..
nib" h.% the C t T. 1•o. ei-4i ev.esse (ley rum.. deny Vow.. Qevelead. Pet-tmea.•lai• 1.1.4,
••••• a t .nrat dam p fa illarlraimi parregAPIL itainsi. I. 0. I..* G. Y. A., NAT.& Le%
DETRO T & CLE% ELAND Nay. CO. 111,10P11- ..."1••• rn.• A- & 5.1111AIA 6..1.1 Ur,
Nlethoti to Detect Tubercui•mis. bc.•anie infected and the parts
1'i'<'Convul /teatimes" Borroughs were swollen during five days, and
of St. Et (cane, reports that the tneteothen the innattimition gradually dis-
appeared. It is claimed that • this0.1 by which- the existence of ttihercu-!
;melee, dispels all doubt on the nat-lasts can certainly be detectod waa
made known at a recent nicetiug of fin' el. the malady in its inelpient
the French Academie des Science in "age:.
Fade, He wates:
"It consists in inoeuliting the pa-
tient, as In vaccination, with a few
chops of the tuberculin of Kull. If
tuberculosis does not exist, the lit-
tle in*7 ihiOn heals rapidly, but if, on
the other hand, the patient is affect-
ed with the elightest trace of the dis- Cyando.
ease, although it may not be revealed
by any tangible symptom, the incision
rubbed with the tuberculin becomes
intianneed, and in from five to six
days a pustule similar to that of vac-
cine appears, running ite couete fat
four or five days. The same reaction
nes been observed in animals, as af-
firmed by experiments niatle on both
healthy and tuberculosis cows. The
vaccination was followed breno re-
au-tine in the former, while in the lat-
ter the skin tr. the sea'. of the in-
NEW STATE 1101I1
MET R4 tr01.1N, 11.1,
D, A. Dailey, Prop.
Newest and beet hotel to the city
Rates $2.00. Two large samup
reroute. Bath rooms. Elet•tric bight,
the only centrally located Hood ir
be city. •-t"
COMMERCIAL PATRON .Mille 010- '
ILL! ttIS CENTRAJ, EX-
usioN BULLETIN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Ircuisville. J's ---Special ex-
cursion, -Anemet 27.• Good -re-
turning August 29. Round
trip $2.50.
Jartiestown, Vat, -
APril 19th to November
3oth-15 days; $23.75. (roach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and





It is entier,tc.oh in Lhasa, the
Thibetata cattiest!, that the Amban in-
tends to open a new route to-
ward China by way of It 11 This
will save fifteen days in journeyroto
eeineet-Chojug and by Puthang to
The Keening ene---tne. a week.
11111111111111111111111 
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Hound trip excursion rates
front letdut eh to (incites:it I,
St Louie and Memphis, shit ii
ar•• as follow,:
Paducah to Coo Innati and
return  $11.410
ST. litiMig  7.54)
N1* iuiplmls  7.50











tsfigIrP8 Paducah fir Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
I, W. .,.,..,,,,,Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice tharges unless (mitered by
the clerk of the boat
Special excursion rates from Pads-
nth to Waterloo.. Fare for the round
Tip $5.00 . Leaves Paducah wore/
vsdnes be. at 4 n In
HENRY MAVEN, JR.
REMOVER. TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Seek EtIndinc Bank Work, Lewd
and Library Work a specialty.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
• vi! Drs. King's
New Riscotery.
FOR couoKa-OLDS
TMOM HAM AND ruka"utio•B°11eLiba.Free
OTTARAN TEED SATISFACTOit










50 acres of timber.
One the place there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large stock barn suf-
scent to accommo-
date 'twenty head of
stock, bebides spa,_




houses, fine -well and
cistern, large or-
-chard, vineyard,
plenty of stock water,
etc. The price will
be named upon ap-
plication at this office.
Now is the time to
see.what the land will
produce. Telephone





a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
















millraces 306 acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high..
state of cultivation,
CASE DISMISSED
twirr FILAIlife()R1) SHOT MARTIN
IN SELF-DEFENSE.
Fult..ta tturder teatimes To End at
Preliminary 14*.asring at •
I•iiion City,
Fulton, Ky., Aug. 17.-Bert B.ack-
ford, the young barber charged with
shooting and moreally wounding
Charl.e Martin, another barber, Mon-
day afternoon, in R. S. Murphy's
ss place, on the Tennessee side of the
Louie was brought over from Union
City and given a trial before Esquire
J. T. Futrell. From the evidence in
the case, it seems that Martin had
threatened the life of the aefendant,
and when the twtomet Martin made
an effort to draw a gun from his
shirt bosom and abused Blackford
unmercifully, when Blarkford pulled
his gun, shooting at Martiu three
times, one shot only taking effect,
which caused his (Martin's-) ,death.
After weighing the evidence well the
Judge declared that Blackford was
justifiable in defending his own life,
under the laws, and acquitted Black-
ford. The courtroom ISItt4 filled to
suffocation both with men and wom-
en. When the judge gave his verdict
of aeon:Hal the cheers of the crowd
emilti be heard for half a dozen
hits. ks.
--- ----
Pie NU: IN GIRL'S HAT
ROILs IT GEN. BOOM.
London, Aug: 17.-s-G-eti: Booth
Lead of the Salvation Army, is self-
controlled and not easily ruffled, but
he lost his equanimity while address-
tett a Salvation meeting at Monmouth
waiing plume In a young woman's
hat was the cause. •
The wearer, of the hat, a local re-
oorter, fashionably dressed, was sit-
ting in the front of the audience tak-
ing notes of his address, when Gen.
Booth suddenly Mopped speaking and,
addressing the girl said that be could
hex. out oh Ittiod, and as
4.4-•sitis4--•••+-44
dicated, where she would be out of
TT girT moreff, no
the Weep Indicated.- but to the re-
verters table, where she continued
I" r note taking.
„ePrseently Gen. Booth stopped agair
end cx.latmed with etippressied an-
eoiance:
"That white feather in your hat
1. reps holittitta about in my vision."
The. reporter, quite unabashed.
looked up :smiling aud said:
soiry. it ,should have been
a red one '
She r. fused to quit her seat and
Gen Booth finished under the °betoni
iutfuenee of the aggressive hat, when
hi- rebuked his staff for not seating
the woman behind him.
OVERSTREET a'IrTtiltiotti,
Beate Itirkbeiel for state Senatorial
Ninninsitinn in
Owensboro. Ky., Aug. 17 -Form, r
hepresentative Henry G Overstreet.
Daviees county, was nominated for
II,.' state senate in the Democratic
«eiverition here -defeating B. T. Birk
head, who is an ardent temperance
Plan and who was intiotsed by the
I aw and Order Leagae. Overstreet
f is opposed to the county unit hillwitn the exception- cm haling voted against it in the last
legislature.
Flees From Chinese Reform
Kansas City. Aug. 17. --Gus Baugh
man, for twenty years a boss gambler
of Kansas City, and late owner of the
leggest gambling bootee in the Freirh
quarter of Tien Tsin, China, has re-
turned to Missouri.
"When reform stew k China I tame
home." be said. He brought some
money with him, but he would not
say how much.
Oil of Thane..
The ntanagtia of the Home of the
Frit ndletei wish to extend thee:
thanks and appreciation to Mr. A.
Franke and Mr. Sol Pieper for $21,
colice fed...and handed over to the la-
dies,
Salvation Army. __
eqnday mottling, Fifth and Broad-
at. 10.-a. me Foureh and Broad-
way, 2 o'clock; inside meeting at .3
p. in.; Fourth and Broadway, 7 p.m.;
inside meeting 8 p. m. Meetings ev-
try night except Monday. Headquar-
ters at len Broadway.




Grohter, pastor. Morning services In
German, conducted by the Rev. Mr.
Meyer, of St. Louis. Evening services
in, English, at which time the Rev,
Mr. Groitter will be formally install-
ANOTHER CONCERT
ONE MORE OPPORTI NIT 1' TO
BEAR (X)NCEK COMPANY.
The low stage of water each day
putting Wore boats out of businie
and the banks are lined with era.
Itequeet l'regwatni Will Be Rendered
at %teatime- Park By
Nits. Cathey and
ed.
EVANGELICAL --The Rev. Wil-
liam Bourquin, pastor. No morning .The last opportunity will be afford-
service. Evening subject: "Religiota ed nn•SiC 'Oyer& of the citi to hear
Spelled With Four betters.- Miss Mrs. Cathey and the Misses Burrow
Ethel Callasi will sing, and Mr. Owenlat the Park r Casino tonight. As they
Tully will play the organ. Annual are going to Dawson Springs tomor-
row and then to Evansville, Ind., for
an engagement next week, they have
been persuaded to give one more con-
ceit.
Tonight Mrs. Cathay will *Mg Her-
bert Wailerstein's "Mr. • Star," Mies
Mohan's "Ave Maria," and her own
composition, "0, Saiutaris."
The following program is compos-




business meeting' and election of offi
cers Monday night at 7:30 o'clock.
No preaching Sunda), August, 25.
Methodist.
BROADWAY--The Rev. W. 'I'.
Boiling, pastor. Visual services-tomer-
low morning and evening.
,TRIMBLE STREET-The Rev. G.
W. Banks pastor, Quarterlr confer-
ence. Morning subject; "Faith Under
Pressure." The presiding elder. the
Rev. J. W. Blackard, will preach at
might.
THIRD STItEET-The Rev. Peter
Fields, pastor. Usual morning and
evening services.
MISSION'S-Quarterly conference
at Little Cypress today. The Rev, Pe-
ter Fields will preach. The Rev. T.
J. Owen will preach tomorrow morn-
ing at Calvert City and in the even-
ing at Oakland. Mr. Thomas Lane
will preach at the Tennessee street
elitirch, tomorrow morning and even-
ing. The Rev. A. N. Sears will preach
el Ma'am: morning and evening. The
Rev. W. J. Naylor is engaged with a
protracted nieeting at Salem.
Etud
waiting for moreeerater. The Ante'
can, from Decatur, Ala., joined e
hoot yesterday, and is laid up. Flu
tires is affected, as a matter of emir ,
and rivernien are eagerly waiting h
"rainy days." The gauge today r'.
istered 7.8. a fall of 0.2 since ies
terday. The stage the nrst of the
mouth was 16.9.
The Savannah* from St. Louis for
the Tennessee is due up today.
The peters Lee from Cincinnati
for Memphis was in today.
The Hcpkink was the Wangle ,
packet -today, and had fair trip.
The Dick Fowler got away on
schedule time for Cairo this morning
with a goad Saturday trip.
The Blue Spot will leave today for
the Tennessee for ties. .
I The Barth left today for Caseyvillefor a tow of coal for the West Ken-
tucky Coal company.
The West Kentucky Coal comp'
wIll-le-n-di- Miser to-Oil-condi( Mon-
day to raise a barge of coal that was
sunk last winter.
The Wabash has just had new
boilers put in, Fowler & Wolfe do:ng
the job.
The Pavonta left for Tennessee riv-
er for ties this morning.
The Margaret came out of it.
berland yeaterday with a tow er
ties and will go up the Tennessee e
morrow morning.
The Kentucky has been loading all
ay yesterday and today for her reg
tiler Tennessee river trip and ge
away this afternoon.
The Scotia came in (rose Florence
today with *a mix:el tow or flee and
telephone poles.
Nelle Burrow.
Love Me the World Is Mine...
s. John A. Cathey.
hfajur Mlinarskl
Miss Shellye Burrow
(a) Mister Stars... Herbert Wailerstein
to Ave Maria Isabel Mohan
Mrs. John A. Cathey
PART II.
Prelude  _ Rechminenoff
Miss Shellye Burrow
0 Salutaris  Maass in B Flat
Kinwiak 
Mrs. John A. Cthey-
 Wieniask1
• Miss Shelhe Burrow
For All Eternity Mascheroni
Baptist, Mrs. John A. Cathey
FIRST-.- The Rev. Calvin Thump- 
Violit Obligato.
son, pastor. The Rev. J. R. Clack, as-
saitiant pastor, will ci the pulpit at AMERICAN GIRL MARRIES
both services. Morning subject. "Be- - DUKE MARIN° 
TOMO\ IA.
tween Death and Resurrection." Ev-
• 1 subject: "TheHarvest " New York. Aug 17. - A nobleman-
SECOND-The Rev. L. G. Graham, heiress wedding of an entireli- new
pastor. I•stial morning and evening.rort took place this afternoon when
services Miss Fatale Moore, daughter of the
mat-reit- -----2141.11i00hirso-biarelos ago -was- saa
. .
TENTH STREET The Rev. Geo.
h'artey. pastor. Usual morning and
evening Yer•-(.• a. Morning subject:
"The Christian--a Living Sacrifice."
FIRST -The Rev. S. B. Moore.
pastor. No evening service. Lord's
supper and sermon at 19:45 o'clock.
Subject: "A Strange Midnight Pray-
er Meeting." Sunday school at 9:3n
o'clock.
Itteebyterian.
KENTUCKY AVENUE- the Rev.
J. R. Henry, pastor. Mr. Peartent
Lockwood will preach at 10:4.5
o'clock. No evening service.
FIRST--The Rev. W.E. Cave, pas-
tor. No preaching services. Sudilay
echooI at 030 o'clock. Sunday school
at 111seah mission at 2;39 o'clock,
end at Hebron at 3 o'clock.
Eptimeolui
GRACE -The Rev. D. C. Wright.
rector. Holy communion at 7:30
Ocatek. No other services.
es, to her noble husband. Instead.
she announced rteently ne is giving
to her a beautiful palaee in the Eter-
nal City, to say nothlog ol' a diamond





Keatvnit‘iini i4menthers of his family are pre- ''' ""'"."'" 
though miss Moore ha.., a for,tuno 1lousig Italian Countess. Wants
g'of her own, go 'has Don Martno. 
Tilemince, as. Kins Mistress.l
handsome Italian sad the pretty!
Rome, Aug 17.-A eensationniAmerican girl think neither of riches 1
lawsuit is beteg prepared against thenor palaces,' they say, only of tach
authorities of :he royal heueehold byother.
(ffivhd Isurecsiate.
Tbe Ohio, at Evansville anti Mt
Vernon. will begin falling *Ohio the
next 24 hours and continue failing
-44-tha-lsoske-atatiese--Ter4ofthe '
the next two days.Rome, in Hellhaven, the maguificent
*1.2.e.uumme.,trnitelareittraftari-en elt. T-11
the mouth, not much change during
The blushing bride brings no doer-
the next 24 hours.
Commonwealth
Policy ill Force One Month
Paid in Full 3 Days After Death.
Any ether 411iiiptilly would have fetid on nly o e-half, or Sad. be-
captor Matured died withio  • year. THE CI)MMONWEALTH set-
tles. PROMPTLY and IN FULL-lei matter aheit death occurs-
and gives a "square deal to every policyholder." Read the follow'
lag lettere.
Owensboro, Ky., July 31, 11107.
Commonwealth Life insuranc Company, Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen: I received full settlement, through your Super-
intendent, Mr. J. B. Tingle, of claim tinder policy No. 39,122,
which was issued on the lire of my sten, Givens, who
died July 28.,
Although this policy has been in force only since June 24,
1907, a little over a month, your company has paid me the full
amount, $1.410, whereas I would have received only one-half of
this amount from any other company doing an industrial business,
:said in addition, your company settles its claims most promptly, as
the proof of death did not reach your office in Louisville until the
morning of the 30th, and to-day I received settlement in full.
Thanking you for your promptness in this matter, and assur-
ing itau that those desiring insurence should Insure in the l'7'0M-
MONWEALTH, as it treats its polloholders fairly and justly.
Very Truly yours, MRS. MINNIE S. GIVENS.
1430 East Tenth Street.
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid lip at the Age of 75
Write a postal card to W.1). Ashley, Superintendent of Indus-
trial Department, Eagle Itulkling, Sixth add Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
and an agent will lie glad to call and explain fully the many exciusiie
features of OOMM4)NW16ALTH Insurance. lion 4a) not obligate your-
self in any way by talking it over.
Perlin-aft Depository, Citizeme Savings Batik.
Commonwealth
life Ills. CO. LisYy,t
• 308
J. D. PON'ERS, Pres.: JUDGE al 'ITT 0110HERTif, First Vice
Prem.; DARWIN W. JOHNSON. See, and Treas.; DR. J. GUEST,
Medical Director; GREGORY & all'HENRY. Counsel; J. M.
Ql'INN. %tanager of Agencies, LOl'18 G. RUSSELL, Manager in-
dustrial Ivepartment.
several class. At Paducah, will con-
tinue falling during the next 12 to
24 hours, then probably reise alegh_lay
"W-171- irtiiir1ii_Ist etilg 
frame Jteloreeueg to
The Miseisaipp , from below' St
!souls to Cairo, ea, contmue fahing
duong the next 21 to 36 hours
"But the simple little ceremony,"
as they call' the iveddipg, proved to
he a most gorgeous effete. Invita-
tions were gent out for more than
100 guests.
"I'm sorry I can't show all the dia-
monds I've received," said Miss
Moore, rapturously. "but Ole is go-
ing to be such a quiet little mare
wedding that we thought it beet to
leave them in town in a vault. But
The countees, accordingly, claimsthe thing I Ibvioand appreciate more!
than everything else is the palace  
large compensation. The quirfnal
'tried to settle th• matter privatelythat the duke gave me for a betrothalRoman Catholic. ,In 
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES -The present." said Miss Moore. "It is' 
order to avert public scandal. but
Rev. It w. Jansen. pastor. mass at the beautiful Petals Torionia. in 
tbe countess' extortonate demands
$ and 19:30 o'clock in the morning. /Icre• It is one of the oldest and 
prevented any agreement being
V
r
espers et 7:30 o'clock. most beautiful palaces in that won-
eached.
- ---derful city. The 4Torlor.la palace
JELSare known all over Italy, but this Is
WE ON(liristian Science,
serve-es sends:, 1•0.30 e. m Wee- the grandest of them all."
efaeay..7:30 p. Sunday school The Italian charge d'affaires at
at 9:30 a..m. Hall 527 1_2 grout_ Washington. Guilt° Montagne. was
W3).• Public invited, the best man. One of the ushers was
Count Aldrevandi, Italian consul to
New York. The matron of honor outdone In St. Louis today when Mrs.oas the bride's 'deter, Mrs. Celby Hamilton P. Prather, 326 North Eu-Chester. did avenue. accomplished a more
difficult task, that of recovering aST. GAUDENS COINS WON'T DO. necklace intrissieally worth more
than $1,000 and valued besides be--United Statee Unable to l'se Design cause it was an heirloom. For more
Made by the Late Sculptor, than a year Mrs. Prather has felt that
Philadelphia,. Pa.. Aug. 
De- tsohdeaymight recover the valuable and
the -habit of watching the
Big
Seventh Day Adventists.
Serviree every Saturday at 821
South Sixth street. Sabbath school




LATEST AND BEST BOOKS
AND THE NEWEST SHEET MUSIC
Church Notes.
The anal convention of tho-State
Sunday School association will be
held ate-Madisonville. August 27, 28 Jew
and 29. and all Sunday schools that-Wiens for coins to be minted in this
have not yet appointed their deli- city, Which Augustus St. Gaedens. the
gates will do so the neit Sabbath. Al distinguished sculptor, made shortly
the representatives from here will be before his death, have been found
entertained free while -there if theyitinsuitable In, their present shape for
hand in their names by ;next Thum!execution with the mactilnery in use
day to the Rev. W. E. Tiourquio. at the mint.
president of the MeCrackett County *Hence, contrary to a current re-
Sunday Sehool asmocattion, port, the government has not accept-
ed any of them. The general approval
The population Noires of Switzer- which was expressed hy the i resident
land on August 9, 1905, were 3.315,- is not conclusive in ; n official sense.
441. of whom 154.175 were foreign The law reetilees that they shall he
accepted by the seer. tau of the treas-
  ury and the cltrectoratif the -MPH be-
fore being adopted.
- The projection of rho sculptures
For the upon the coins Is too high for con-
.enience of handlitte et :banks or
-titer large buFaeess establishments.
reins cannot be well "stacked" un-
s as one will Ile tie rfectly fiat and
-site upon anothgreand this is impoie
iyhere thre bas reliefs in - the
Arlie are higiaer than the rim. A
Always Call On  ile of the St. paudens coins would
• hem!** over.
D. E. WILSON FIST 1ICAIN DITCHF,I).
Theis Etool_..9and Music Man. on mi,o„rai ,I.m.ttu out „t, ka„sm, trial. He poipts Mitt in bre state/nee'
City Fifteen Injured. that the company secured a tare.; 
• amount of insurance es a result ofE have-Just received a large assortment K".", y.
 Mo., Aug. 17.__Fa4t the fire.
of new music and it contains thc Me passenger train, No.10e. *owl le,und, known as' the Hot Insurance Ratea on Tobacco Reduced,
coming "Hits' for the falNoeasn. eeSprings Ssial, vvhith left Kangas! flopkinsvilleieKy., Aug. 17-There
-.
the young Countess Hercolani. She
declares that when she was 15 years
of age King Humbert, fascinated by
her beauty, at a hall persuaded her
lit become his mistress. He promised
to provide for her handsomely. She
was clgvined for a musical career.
which Was ntaterially and morally
prejudiced by the king's action, while
the promised provision did nut ma-
teralise, owlng to his untimely death.
WOM IA'S NECK.
Search of a Year for a Stolen Neck-
lace is Rewarded.
St. Louis, Aug. 17.-The problem
of finding a needle in a hay-stark was
e.ry worn by women was rewarde
In the flash cf a street lamp nate
home Mrs. Prather saw the he.:
on the deck of a fashionably goat nee
i woman, snatched it from her throat
and called the police: The woman
wearing he valuable. Mrs. Georer
Men kel, I 576A Debalivere a..
told Chief of Pollee Ciercy tnat 1
husband bought the necklace for $ 1
from a stranger. No. charge w.
made against Mrs. Menkel.
MAN BROUGHT BACK FOILI
TR I A AF R TE POUR I: !ARS.
Webster City, la., Aug 47.--Geo I
Mackowan, who disappeared from
Webster City fou-r,,yeare ago, ad
now awaiting trial on the chahge
emlozzicinent of $15,000, hi prepa
luga statement Jos the press 1,
1-which he well endeavor to show that
he is not guilty. He is charged with
having set fire to the Ilene-OM plate
of the Nerthwestern Sett Shoe com-
pany, in order to conceal the crime.
Deteettves have been on the trail four
s,tirs. Re was discovered at Bakers-
field. Cal. He onsented to rehire' tor
O ' . . 
City ye oe !Say morsing, went into a rejoicing here among all the pee
ur assortment of Popular Fon 
:
iction is the the dach if te yesterday between Buf- Pie in the tobacco trade over ti -
lark and best in the city.. . r afnitvenott- toper, . Kaaluut., 200 - miles 
aunouncement of th.g Kentucky boal-,
Font. of usteet. Fifteen persons were Of 'underwrItera,,throneh ite loeal ir
lasentesstAS we eut
-, 
priers. and 'sell re.;zular $: 50 Janette for al.W. 
.. titarchedn. ' eine fatally_ The train is Spector, Herbert Chi i r . , . 4 1 k , • , 1 , - .
. '
.0 if opt' Pullman, titte.ettair duction of 25 cants in the preleees
t gay coach and lion. of the on etiett $100 worth of tobacco wile :, lit
ge out ot here; .  .. ,is stored in regulur steno bosses
I i
SENSATION
Sflit NG IN ellaTe-S akill-
ERV CASE.
Dr. Ini‘ton Break% Sullen silence
Tells !Omni That Fly.. Hun.
tired Delilah.
Burnes told me to say e
that mosey and he tried to cut in,- r,,
fift40'tletti- effect
Hort st -vets-to-tor Imitated,
but evidently I am not to he."
--flortereir fetero-wint Ittndrett7antrthnt— --
eyes blazed with anger at Heney, and
be snarled rather than spoke his tes-
timony-. He was excused without any
further questioning. Earlier crows-ex-
ited animation elicited from Boxton the
declaration that when he signed the
affidavit he was entirely Ignorant et
what he was signing.
San isaticisco, Cal., Aug. A
sensational incident !narked today's
close of the Glass bribery trial:Ferm-
i r Supervisor Dr. Charles Bdx:on was
asked by Attorney Delmas, as the fi-
lial question in an exhaustive cross-
examinaticn for the defense: "Did
you accept the Vest offered you as a
bribe by G. M. Roy in the matter of
icur vote in the skating rink ordi-
nance?"
Dr. Boston replied sullenly, "I
don't see what that has got to Jo
with the eases'
"Very -well." said Delmas, pleas-,
aptly, "I shall not insist upon the
quer:akin. You need not answer,•cloc-
tor, if you do not wish to, unless the
prosecution insists," thin, adroitly
passing the issue to the other side;
"that is all.••
Without hesitation District Attor-
ney Neney took up Deimas' question
and put to the witness:
"Did you accept that money?"
"The question is legal and perti-
nent, and the witness must answer,"
ruled Judge
Buxton turned in his chair and
glared savagely at Heney.
"Yes," she said between set teeth,
"I accepted it. and I'll tell tbis, too-
Burnes told Rndolph'Spreekles, -who
gave that money to Roy and caused
the bills to be marked, and I'll tell
you something, since you want, it
all."
"We want it all: go ahead "
'Y- e interrupted Henei ' I will.
GEORGE ADIS'S NEW Pleal•
Four-lie teemed), "lit I.'.'' Preduccif
. lit SOW 11 Bend.
South Bend, Ind.. Aug. 17.4-Sel-
dom ens teere been gestic-rd in a eity
of this SW* SO ity111) notables as ere
now here for the purpose of witness-
lug the final production tonight- of
George Ade's new four-act comedy.
"Artie." Theatrical managers and
players and authors and artists of na-
tional and International fame hsie
come from Chicago, New York, ln-
disnapolis and other points to give
the new. play a reusing send-off.
After two performances et the Audi-
torium here the piece will be taken
to Chicage and put on for a rub.
RICHARD MANSFIELD
Not Expected to Recover From Mid.
ad'-Siouly Sinking.
Lyon Mountain, N. Y., Aug.
Rit hard Mansfield is not improving
in health, It is believed that he will
n,pt recover. Those who know some-
thing of Mr. Mansfield's condition
aver that he will near be able to ap-
pear on the stage again if he Should
survive the attack which has laid him
low and made tato a recluse at his
slimmer home for some time. Hie ner-






It is with pleasure that





ment f o r seventeen
years, ha s again re-
turned to our employ.
Mfr. Grnenebaum will be pleased /o
see hit old friends ()run in the Cloth-
ing- Department. :
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